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Football warms up 
for season opener 
against Azusa
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'The heart of the university'
HANNAH MICO | GVL
Cutting the ribbon: At the conclusion of the Dedication Ceremony for the new Mary Idema Pew Library, the donors, 
executive members of planning committees and university executives came on stage to cut the ceremonial ribbon.
GV donors celebrate library completion
BY RYAN JARVI
NEWS@LANTHORN.COM
O
utside the north­
east corner of the 
Mary Idema Pew 
Library were large 
white tents, multiple flat 
screen TVs and hundreds 
of people attending Grand 
Valley State University’s for­
mal dedication of its newest 
building on Sept. 3.
As the crowd took their seats, 
the GVSU Laker Marching 
Band approached the tents from 
behind the Kirkhof Center, 
passed the Carillon Clock tower 
and came to a stop on the lawn 
near the ceremony. The crowd 
then rose to its feet as the band 
played the National Anthem un­
der the direction of John Martin, 
assistant professor of music and 
director of athletic bands.
As the applause fell, Pres­
ident Thomas Haas made 
some opening remarks.
“One of the primary reasons 
why we are receiving national 
recognition is because of the 
way this library is constructed,”
Haas said. “The way its going to 
live and breathe with the learn­
ing needs of our students, and 
that’s a really great part of this.”
The library was one of the 
biggest projects the univer­
sity has undertaken, and the 
model used inside the library 
will be a national model 
of an academic hub where 
ideas from every discipline 
come together, Haas said.
“It’s going to change the way 
students learn,” he said.
Haas went on to person­
ally thank the many people 
involved with the project, 
including the 1,400 pri­
vate donors from across the 
GVSU community who con­
tributed $20 million to the 
$65 million library through 
GVSU’s largest giving cam­
paign, Shaping Our Future.
“We were able to garner 
some great donor support for 
the project,” Haas said. “And 
that to me demonstrated the 
commitment that many have 
across West Michigan, and 
across our alum base and
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Taking It in: Mary Ann Keeler, a leadership donor for the new 
library, takes a moment to speak with President Haas, 
our good faculty, staff and and ready for their lives.”
students and parents.’
These private donors were 
supportive of the project and 
were looking ahead to its future 
impact on GVSU, Haas said.
“They were all in some 
fashion seeing the vision as 
we could see it too,” Haas 
said. “They wanted to make 
these investments, and these 
investments are going to give 
us a great return on very well- 
qualified graduates, who are 
going to be ready for gradu­
ate school, ready for a job
Another $23 million in bonds 
were used to support the proj­
ect, with the remaining amount 
coming from the university’s 
campus development funds.
The library officially opened 
in June of 2013, after about two 
years of construction, but the 
planning process had been go­
ing on long before that. SHW 
Group, the architects and engi­
neers for the library, had been 
working on campus since 2007.
SEE LIBRARY ON A3
GROWING PAINS
Wait-list begins for campus housing
BY SARAH HILLENBRAND
ASSOCIATE @ LANTHORN.COM
With an increasing number of students enrolling at Grand Valley 
State University comes the problem of limited on-campus housing.
There are still currently students on the housing wait-list, but 
most of those students who are waiting live nearby and so decid­
ed to commute until their preferred choice is available, said Andy 
Beachnau, associate vice provost for student affairs and director 
of Housing and Health Services.
“GV does not require any students to reside on campus,” said Kris­
ten Evans, interim occupancy and assignments manager for Hous­
ing. “Any student may choose to reside on campus. Incoming first- 
year students are guaranteed a bed if they apply prior to May 1.”
**
Wait-lists are not uncommon.
ANDY BEACHNAU
DIRECTOR OF HOUSING AND HEALTH SERVICES
Evans said that the tentative housing occupancy for Fall 2013 
is around 6,000 residents, composed of 60 percent first-year stu­
dents and 40 percent returning students. Though the number of 
junior and senior level students enrolled at GVSU has dropped by 
about 3.7 percent from 2010 to 2013, the number of upperclass­
men that live on campus has remained consistent 
“Wait lists are not uncommon,” Beachnau said. “New and cur­
rent students make decisions on housing throughout the year. 
Students select the best on or off campus housing based on their 
individual preferences. Those preferences often include cost 
roommates, academic programs, class and work schedules.”
At this time, housing does not plan to change its current poli­
cies to deal with the housing wait-list, Beachnau said. Any future 
policy changes that they may make will support the overall en­
rollment goals for GVSU.
The current housing policy states that “students may be removed 
from on-campus housing for enrollment that is less than full-time.” 
Those students who hope to stay on campus without a full class load 
mast submit a request to the Office of Housing and Residence Life.
Beachnau said that students who have been put on a wait-list 
for on-campus housing are responsible to decide on a living op­
tion for themselves, whether it be commuting from home or 
finding an apartment off-campus. Usually, as the academic year 
approaches, the wait-list moves quicker as students decide what 
university they will attend, he said.
“The students are in control of where they’re living we don’t 
require that they live on campus their first year,” Beachnau said. 
“You can’t even come on campus without seeing an advertise­
ment for some apartments close to campus, so there are a lot of 
options for students to choose from.”
For the 2014-2015 academic year, the housing applica­
tion opened Sept. 3. Evans reminded students that return­
ing students are not placed by the housing staff but must 
self-select a housing assignment on MyHousing.
“Upperdass space is limited,” Evans said. “So returning 
students should apply and select early.”
UAS plans for busy year
Senate hopes to make changes, update course evaluations
BY ALANA HOLLAND
AHOLLAND@LANTHORN.COM
The University Academ­
ic Senate of Grand Valley 
State University is looking 
to run things a little differ­
ently this year by encour­
aging input from the stu­
dent body and increasing 
communication among 
the campus community.
Karen Gipson, professor 
of physics at GVSU, is the 
new chair of UAS. She said 
she sees a gap in the amount 
of student concerns that are 
relayed back to the people 
who are making the deci­
sions for their school.
“I don’t know that 
the students feel their 
voice is heard,” Gipson 
said, “I’m taking that 
very seriously this year.”
COMMUNICATION
Gipson explained that 
her goal is to have better 
communications about 
what is important to stu­
dents, staff and faculty. 
While the Student Sen­
ate speaks for the student 
voice, and there are com­
mittees for faculty and 
the different areas of the 
administration, UAS is re­
sponsible for hearing all of 
those concerns and issues 
and taking action.
In an attempt to build 
better communication,
Gipson and Tonya Parker, 
vice chair and professor in 
the movement science de­
partment, met each of the 
colleges’ deans and com­
mittee chairs over the sum­
mer to hear new ideas and 
thoughts on areas the uni­
versity could improve on. 
UAS also invites stu-
**
I don't know that 
the students feel 
their voice is 
heard.
KAREN GIPSON
UAS CHAIR
dents to speak to the 
members of the Executive 
Committee to the Sen­
ate (ECS) that represents 
their academic college.
TEACHER
EVALUATIONS
One of the first items 
UAS expects to discuss at 
tomorrow’s meeting has 
to do with faculty evalua­
tion.
For years, students have 
been given the same teach­
er evaluation form at the 
end of the semester - the 
instructor leaves the room
and students fill out the 
paper that may or may not 
have much to do with the 
way that class was taught. 
UAS has realized that this 
may not be the best way to 
finding out how effective 
the teachers and courses 
actually are for students.
“It’s long overdue,” Gip­
son said. “It’s all over the 
map. Different colleges use 
different forms. Then there 
is the burden on students to 
evaluate every course, ev­
ery semester, every teacher. 
It’s time to change.”
Throughout the next 
few UAS meetings, sen­
ate members will discuss 
the details of the changes 
and listen to student input 
in an attempt to make a 
universal way to evaluate 
courses and teachers. One 
option being considered is 
to move them entirely on­
line to Blackboard, or use 
an outside system for eval­
uations such as OrgSync.
INCOMPLETE
GRADES
Students who receive an 
incomplete grade for a class 
aren’t able to graduate with 
an incomplete grade on their 
transcript. This rule has posed 
many problems for students 
who forget to settle the letter
SEE UAS ON A2
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Student aid: Jenna Bolle (right) helps Brooke Ingraham (left) at the Knowledge Market.
From start to finish and everything in between
Knowledge Market helps students succeed in new ways
BY AARON CRIDER
ACRIDER @ LANTHORN.COM
It’s no secret that the Mary Idema Pew 
Library is one of the best places to be on 
Grand Valley State University’s Allendale 
Campus, but it isn’t just the fresh, new- 
building smell drawing students in.
At the Knowledge Market, which official­
ly opened yesterday, students find tutors in 
a designated tutoring center whether by ap­
pointment or during drop-in hours. There 
are also consultants from the Writing Cen­
ter, Speech Lab and Peer Research Center 
available to help with any and all aspects of 
conducting academic research.
“The Knowledge Market is unique, however, 
because there, our writing consultants join with 
other peer consultants on campus—peer re­
search consultants from the libraries and speech 
lab consultants,” said Kay Losey, director of the
Writing Center. “These three partner groups 
share space at the Knowledge Market, a collabo­
ration which will allow students to move easily 
from one type of support to another, depending 
on their needs and goals for the evening.”
The Knowledge Market is the biggest 
study area on campus, outfitted with new 
seats, tables and moveable whiteboards for 
taking notes, problem-solving or even, as 
one student did, writing poetry.
“At the Knowledge Market, the writing 
consultants will offer the same services 
as our other locations,” Losey said. “Our 
goal is to help students improve as writ­
ers. Consultants work with students on any 
aspect of their writing that the students 
would like—from brainstorming ideas, or­
ganizing content and integrating research
SEE KNOWLEDGE ON A3
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CELEBRATION ON THE GRAND
A celebration downtown will offer Grand Valley State University 
students an opportunity to familiarize themselves with the city of 
Grand Rapids.The event, Celebration on the Grand, will offer free 
food booths from local restaurants and free live music. The fes­
tivities will take place on Sept. 6 from 5 p.m. to 11:30 p.m., with 
a break at dusk for a fireworks show at Ah-Nab-Awen Park. The 
event will continue the next day with roller skating at Rosa Parks 
Circle beginning at 1 p.m. For a complete schedule of events and 
more information, visit www.celebrationonthegrand.org.
At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the most 
accurate news possible. If we make a mistake, we 
want to make it right If you find any errors in fact in 
the Lanthorn, let us know by calling 616-331-2464 or by 
emailing editorial@lanthom.com.
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A governing role: Provost Gayle Davis speaks during one of last year’s University Academic Senate meetings. The senate 
accomplished a number of feats last session, including the development of new programs and changes to the faculty handbook.
UAS
CONTINUED FROM A1
grade on their transcript This rule has posed marry problems for stu­
dents who forget to settle the letter grade before their final semester.
“By the time they get around to it, the instructor may have 
left, or they are far enough along in their program (and) it 
would be silly to go back,” Gipson said. “Even if all we do is 
set up an automatic reminder a year before they are expected 
to graduate. We just want to clean up the process.”
Often times, students are forced to postpone graduation 
because they run into problems of classes being full or hav­
ing too many incompletes and not enough room in their 
schedules to resolve them. The senate will be discussing 
this topic throughout the year and hopes to resolve the is­
sue soon. The 10 committees of the senate spoke up about 
the issue, according to Gipson, almost universally.
“Where does this fit? Is it something right for us?” Gipson 
asked about the creation of online courses, or even entire pro­
grams. “The time is right to have strategic vision online.”
One main challenge of the senate is trying to find ways to improve 
the education at GVSU without interfering with tuition. Gipson ex­
plained that while they don’t always receive enough funding, tapping 
into student tuition more is not something they are willing to do.
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We have to consider how best to use 
our resources to do all this without 
being a burden on students...
KAREN GIPSON
UAS CHAIR
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ONLINE COURSES, FALL BREAK AND MORE
Following a discussion from last year, introducing a Fall 
Break for students will be another factor for the senate to 
consider. While much buzz about this topic has been felt 
around campus, senate is still discussing a resolution to it.
A few other topics UAS will begin to discuss after tomor­
row’s meeting include class sizes, whethet to Continue a credit/ 
no credit base for study abroad and the use of online courses.
“We’re just focusing on being a better university, whatev­
er ‘better’ means,” Gipson said, “We don’t get a lot of money 
from the state. We have to consider how to best use our 
resources to do all this without being a burden on students 
and their tuition.”
To see a list of senate members and the academic colleges 
they represent, visit www.gvsu.edu/facultygov.
MARY IDEMA PEW LIBRARY
LEARNING AND INFORMATION COMMONS
- - - - - - - - - - - OPEN HOUSE ---- - - - - - - -
Please join us for a community celebration of the opening of Grand Valley State University's 
new Mary Idema Pew Library Learning and Information Commons.
Tour the new academic heart of Grand Valley's Allendale Campus and learn more about why 
the Mary Idema Pew Library is receiving national recognition as a model for 21st century learning
Thank you to the 1,400 donors who made the library possible
Saturday, September 7,1-5 p.m. 
Allendale Campus
Open house sponsored by
Scan this code or visit
gvsu.edu/libraryopening
for event details.
GrandVvlley
Siait University
www.gvsu.edu
i J
http://gvsu.edu/s/oZ.q
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KNOWLEDGE
CONTINUED FROM A1 
to final editing strategies and meth­
ods of correctly documenting sources.”
The Knowledge Market is more than 
just a new location for the Writing Cen­
ter. Consultants from both the Peer Re­
search Center and the Speech Lab will 
be available to assist students looking 
for help, guidance or feedback.
“Its a triple combination,” said Mary 
O’Kelly, one of the librarians oversee­
ing the new market. “Soon we will have 
someone dedicated to the Knowledge 
Market to help students find appropri­
ate services.”
tt
We help students from 
start to finish.
HANNAH MICO | GVL
Making university history: Student Senate President Ricky Benavidez, Dean of University Libraries Lee Ann Orsdel, Provost Gayle Davis and University 
President Thomas J. Haas were among the speakers at the Mary Idema Pew library dedication ceremony on Tuesday.
ROBERT MATHEWS | GVL
Ceremonial preparation: President Thomas J. Haas and Executive Chair of the Library Planning 
Committee James Moyer pose together prior to the official dedication.
LIBRARY
CONTINUED FROM A1
said Janice Suchan, prin­
cipal at SHW Group. She 
added that a lot of the work 
was put in during the pre­
design stage by making 
benchmark tours to view 
other peer facilities across 
the nation.
“I think during the bench­
mark tours, not so much the 
other libraries were as much 
of an inspiration as more re- 
tail-based things like Apple, 
and museums (and) hospi­
tality places,” Suchan said. 
“Instead of talking specifi­
cally about what the build­
ing is, it’s about how the 
building should act and how 
it should help students.”
Tod Stevens, principal de­
signer, said SHW Group had 
a lot of conversations with 
GVSU librarians and the 
university to figure out what 
the library should be and 
how it could be different.
“The thing that sets (the 
library) apart is the idea 
that it’s actively engaging 
with the students,” Stevens 
said. “Most libraries are 
very passive, they give you 
this space - which, there’s 
abundant space here, too - 
but I think that it’s actively 
engaging with the students 
about research, and being 
able to practice your speech, 
and all of those things are 
embedded in the thinking 
of the library.”
But comparing the new library 
to other libraries wasn’t what the 
designers had in mind.
“Where do students want 
to hang out?” Stevens said. 
“Where do they want to eat, 
where do they want to be? 
They don’t want to be some­
place where it’s quiet and 
dull, they want to be some 
place that is fun.”
The Pew Library has 
1,500 seats that come in 27 
different designs, which tri­
ples the seating capacity of 
the old Zumberge Library. 
A 21-foot-long fireplace al­
lows for comfortable read­
ing on the fourth floor dur­
ing the colder months, and 
outdoor seating on the first, 
third and fourth floors lets 
students venture outside 
when the weather is nice.
The new library has about 
154,000 square feet- more 
than double the size of the 
old library- and has space 
for 150,000 books on shelves 
and 600,000 items in an au­
tomated retrieval system.
“This has been a vision for 
many, many years and today 
we celebrate the completion 
of a building, but what’s go­
ing to go on inside is what I’m 
excited about,” Haas said.
The new building has 
places that allow for both 
quiet study and areas where 
students can collaborate 
and interact with each oth­
er. The Knowledge Market 
also provides students with 
professional resources to 
aid their learning in various 
areas like writing, speeches 
and research.
“It’s a facility that is go­
ing to get created by the 
students themselves,” Haas 
said. “They will figure out 
how to use this, and I’m 
very, very excited because at 
the end of the day we want 
our students to be success­
ful and I think this building 
will enable that success.”
Kate Pew Wolters, GVSU 
Board of Trustees member, 
said it was “very cool” the
building was named after 
her mother.
“It’s something that will 
be here forever and remind 
me of my family, my mother 
and what she did for Grand 
Valley,” she said. “The part 
I love is seeing all the stu­
dents using every square 
inch of this place. That 
really surprises me and it 
pleases me very much. They 
seem to be very happy.”
Prior to the formal dedi­
cation, key leaders of the li­
brary project and family and 
close friends of Pew Wolters 
held a much smaller cere­
mony and placed a time cap­
sule in the northeast corner 
of the building. Inside the 
capsule was a photo of Mary 
Idema Pew, a letter from 
University Libraries Dean 
Lee Van Orsdel, early archi­
tectural renderings, a list of 
artwork in the library and a 
librarian action figure.
Mary Idema Pew was fond 
of bridge so a deck of cards 
and a rule book for bridge 
was also included in the 
time capsule.
Robert C. Pew, one of GV- 
SU’s founders and Pew Wolt­
ers’ father, made an early gift 
to the university that was 
seen as a catalyst for the li­
brary project, but he passed 
away before the project came 
to completion. Pew Wolt­
ers said it was hard knowing 
that her father wasn’t able to 
be at the ceremony.
“But the part that my dad 
always knew was that the li­
brary will always be the heart 
of any university,” she said. 
“And when I think about it 
that way, it makes sense that 
he would want to name the 
heart of the university after 
the love of his life.”
\N1
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MARY O'KELLY
GVSU LIBRARIAN
Not only does the Knowledge Mar­
ket make academic research easier by 
providing services to students, it also 
provides reasonable times for students 
to access those services.
“We’ve discovered that students tend 
to study later in the day;” O’Kelly said. 
“That’s why the Knowledge Market 
will be open from 6 p.m. to midnight 
Sunday through Thursday.”
The Mary Idema Pew Library has 
embraced technology, using state-of- 
the-art computers and other features 
to give a real-world experience to stu­
dents. One such item is the new pre­
sentation practice rooms, which are 
designed to simulate classrooms.
Within these rooms are desks with 
a desktop computer, a doc-cam and a 
control board where students can flip 
from the computer screen to VCR or 
DVD, just like in the classroom. There 
they can practice presenting a paper to 
friends, by themselves or via webcam 
with another person.
Speech Lab consultants will also meet 
students at the Knowledge Market after 
they’ve made an appointment and will 
bring a video camera so a student can 
record and later watch their presenta­
tion to study their performance. They 
can also put their presentations on a 
flash drive and email it to their profes­
sors for feedback, O’Kelly said.
“We help students from start to fin­
ish,” she said. “Whether it is doing re­
search, finding the materials to do the 
research, writing the paper or practic­
ing for a presentation, the Knowledge 
Market is here to help*■ -.t „
HANNAH MICO | GVL
Speaking out: Kate Pew Wolters, daughter of Mary 
Idema and Robert C. Pew, remarked on the building.
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Troubles with academia: The dangers of dogmatism
BY NIKKI RSHER
NFISHER@LANTHORN.COM
The beauty of a liberal arts 
institution is that it encourag­
es students to think critically 
and delve into fields of study 
they have yet to explore. But 
every rose has its thorns, and 
the thorn that has pricked 
my side most frequently in 
Academia is dogmatism.
A Liberal Arts college is 
supposed to encourage open- 
mindedness, but this cannot 
happen if it is social taboo to 
question the current dog­
mas. I have felt this stigma 
in a few of my courses at 
GVSU. It’s as though there 
are invisible walls in place 
which guard the trending, 
progressive ideas present 
in Academia. Ideas behind 
such walls are sanctified; 
any daggers thrown appear 
to be thrown only backward 
toward philosophical prede­
cessors and rarely forward to 
new ideological frontiers.
Perhaps this claim is not 
totally just. I am, after all, 
only a 20-something with 
limited experience in the 
academic sphere, yet I feel 
confident saying this: true 
open-mindedness cannot be 
fostered in an undergradu­
ate’s education unless all 
ideas are questioned under 
the same critical lens. I have
no doubt that many of our 
instructors have gone on 
grueling, dialectical journeys 
to reach their sociopolitical 
stances, but I’m not certain 
this same journey is being 
encouraged in the general 
student population.
I’m a firm believer that 
one should always question 
his/her most firmly-held 
beliefs. This process is a 
powerful one even if you end 
up in the same place that you 
began. Open-mindedness and 
true critical thinking can­
not co-exist, however, with 
accepting any given value as 
axiomatically true.
Let me be clear: I do 
not intend to promote any 
perspective, nor do I mean 
to suggest that all people 
who agree with the trending
issues are intolerant of criti­
cism. I will admit freely that 
1 agree with many progres­
sive ideals, but the fanatic 
atmosphere that seems to 
surround them often un­
nerves me. My goal here is 
merely to point out a prob­
lem that exists in the realm 
of Academia.
This is my fear: that we 
have created an environ­
ment where to question the 
pervading dogma is to be 
immediately dismissed as 
a bigot. At face value, we 
claim that we are open to 
criticism, but I fear this is 
only a face and that those 
who don’t agree are silenced 
by fear of an inflammatory 
response. A philosophy that 
preaches tolerance cannot 
possibly retain water if its
proponents are intolerant to 
their critics.
There is a niche to fill 
here: To truly have progress 
we must not only question 
past ideals, but also the ide­
als that currently reign.
Again, let me reiterate that 
I’ve had overwhelmingly 
positive experiences with my 
GVSU courses. We students 
are fortunate to attend a 
teaching-focused institution 
with brilliant, passionate 
faculty. That being said, I’ve 
also had a fellow student tell 
me that after failing an essay, 
they rewrote it arguing the 
professor’s perspective and 
received an A. Though I was 
not in the class myself, un­
less the quality of the paper 
had truly improved, this is 
not something that should
be happening in 2 netting 
that claims to foster open- 
mindedness.
The point is this: you have 
to be careful when listen­
ing to anyone talk about an 
opinion they’re passionate 
about, whether they be your 
professor or your best friend. • 
Dogmatism is a dangerous 
phenomenon, which, I be­
lieve, is the cause of drastic 
shifts in ideological eras. In 
this system, ideas are gener­
ally accepted until one in­
novative man or woman sits I
down and thinks, “Maybe 
this just isn’t right at all.” All 
I’m asking is that we make 
conscious efforts to create 
more space for humility in 
Academia, lest pride and 
self-righteousness interfere 
with our quest for Truth.
QUESTION OF THE ISSUE
WHAT DO YOU ENJOY MOST ABOUT THE 
MARY IDEMA PEW LIBRARY?
“The fireplace room. It's a great 
place to curl up and get my reading 
done for my classes!"
TESS BLOOM
Freshman
Undecided
Mt. Pleasant, Ml
“The library is like a sanctuary for 
me to get away because every floor 
is just so quiet and easy to work in.'
SIERRA NAKANO
Freshman 
Writing major 
Aloha, OR
"I enjoy everything about the new 
library, but the tea shop is my favor­
ite.Tea makes studying a little more 
bearable."
TORI BINIECKI
Freshman 
Pshchology major 
Orwego.IL
“I love all of the places to go study 
and it's very peaceful."
ALYSSA GUNDERSON
Freshman
Allied health science major 
St. Clair, Ml
"How there are so many areas to 
study I There are a lot of computers 
available and everything is so nicel"
BREANA GANTON
Freshman
Integrated science major 
Battle Creek, Ml
GVL OPINION POLICY
The goal of the Grand Valley 
Lanthoms opinion page is to act 
as a forum for public discussion, 
comment and criticism in the Grand 
Valley State University community. 
Student opinions published here do 
not necessarily reflect those of the 
paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthom aims 
to be a safe vehicle for community 
discussion. The Lanthom will not 
publish or entertain any forms of 
hate speech, but will not discriminate 
against any other views, opinions or 
belief*. The content, information and 
views expressed are not approved by 
nor necessarily represent those of 
the university, its Board of Trustees, 
officers, faculty or staff.
Reader submissions on the 
opinion page appear as space permits, 
and are reserved for letters to the 
editor only, all other reader-generated 
content can be submitted to the Grand
Valley Lanthoms YourSpace page by 
emailing community^anthom.com.
Letters to the editor should indude 
the author’s full name and relevant 
title along with a valid email and 
phone number for confirming the 
identity of the author. Letters should 
be approximately 500-650 words in 
length, and are not edited by the staff 
of the Grand Valley Lanthom outside 
of technical errors for darity.
To make a submission, email 
at editorial^Hanthom com or by 
dropping off your submission in 
person at:
0051 KIRKHOF CENTER 
GRANO VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY 
ALLENDALE, HI 49401 
616-826-8276
Got something to say? 
Well listen.
editorial @ ianthorn.com
VALLEY VOTE
Does GVSU deserve its 
greenest school recognition?
86% YES 14% NO
THIS ISSUE’S QUESTION:
Do you think the university 
needs to expand its housing?
LOG ON & VOTE
LANTHORN.COM
WEB EXCLUSIVE
Read the blog
“FRESHMAN FOOD*’
Taylor
EDITORIAL
A DESERVED THANKS
After watching (and listening) to the development of the Mary Idema Pew Library for 
over a year, The Lanthorn extends a thank-you to the donors behind the project.
T
he speedy construction of a shiny, 
technologically innovative build­
ing like the library is impressive 
on its own accord, but the behind-the- 
scenes movers accomplished a feat that 
earns even more commendation: they 
self-funded the thing.
As many financially deficient orga­
nizations continue to depend on the 
government s pocketbook, Grand Valley 
State University administrators worked 
to circumvent the trend. According to 
previous articles about the building’s 
construction, the library was erected 
using a tight, budget of donor invest- 
ments and university savings. Of the $65 
million used in construction, $20 million 
came from private donors, $23 million 
came from the university’s sale of bonds, 
and the final $22 million was taken from 
the campus development fund.
Donors and administrators carried 
the project on their hacks while never 
requiring a tuition increase.
And then they gave us students 
things we never knew we needed. There’s 
a generosity behind the cutting-edge 
technology and new comfort-promoting 
furniture. Really, they could have built a 
simple brick structure that was just more 
expansive than the last. Our only neces­
sity was more space. If they had kept the 
same plain tables and chairs, we never 
would have been the wiser about what 
could have been. The point is that they 
didn’t have to donate at all, but when 
they went for it, they went all out.
That is a commendable feat.
It was never a secret that we stu­
dents needed a new library to retreat to. 
The expanding population physically 
outgrew the old sanctuary, and while
students functioned fine with the archaic 
tables and chairs of Zumberge, the mod­
ern technology proves more conducive 
to our active study habits. So that fact is 
well-established: the new library was a 
much-needed resource.
It’s also no secret that the economy 
has driven students to the ground with 
high post-graduation debt, so the gener­
ous development of a high-tech library 
without hiking up student costs earns a 
tremendous thank-you.
Donors: there was a community 
need that likely had no effect on you, 
but jjou icac^ed into your wallet and 
volunteered to help, anyway. As the new 
library opens minds and pours in liberal 
amounts of information, you and all 
others behind its construction can rest 
assured that your investment is well- 
used and much appreciated.
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The skewing of "BeYourself
BY KEVIN JOFFRE
KJOFFRE@LANTHORN.COM
In college, you are 
given many opportunities 
to change and grow. You’re 
encouraged to be who you 
want to be, and to open 
yourself up to new experi­
ences. And that’s important. 
But sometimes I think this 
admirable collegiate mind­
set— “be yourself’ — gets 
skewed. You are expected 
to deconstruct yourself, and 
those who have changed 
the most from convocation 
to graduation wear their 
transformation as a badge 
of honor. “Be yourself’ 
comes to mean “be someone 
else.” So I think it’s equally 
important, in your self-ex­
ploration, to remind yourself
of who you used to be.
We have the tendency to 
scrutinize our childhood 
selves as if we are looking 
at a stranger, and to believe 
that we’ve grown up so 
much that we have noth­
ing in common with them. 
But it seems to me that the 
10-year-old version of me is 
not a stranger at all. In­
stead, he is my current self, 
distilled into the core tenets 
that make up my personal­
ity. If I reflect on my past, I 
can pick up on the similari­
ties between my childhood 
self and my current self and 
learn what those qualities 
say about me.
For example, when I was 
a kid, I was bossy as hell. 
Whenever my siblings and I 
played together, I would tell 
each of them what character 
they were going to be, and 
what they were supposed to 
do. Even now, when I have 
group projects, I find myself 
naturally divvying up roles 
and responsibilities. While
recognizing such patterns 
can be a humbling experi­
ence (especially when you 
discover a personality trait 
you’re not terribly proud 
of)’ consistencies like these 
allow you to find stability 
when you’re pressured to 
try on new personalities.
It establishes that you’re 
not mindlessly mirroring 
the behavior of others— 
there’s some part of yourself 
that exists and has always 
existed.
Perhaps the most natu­
ral way of recognizing the 
connection between “kid 
you” and “current you” is by 
doing the easy, mundane ac­
tivities that structured your 
childhood. I, for one, hated 
wearing shoes as a kid; dur­
ing the summer, I would run 
around the front yard bare­
foot. As a result, whenever 
I feel my bare toes grip the 
grass in front of my apart­
ment, I become aware of all 
the other times I’ve been 
outside barefoot. The activ­
lfishwickOlanthorn.com
n
ity itself is meaningless, but ! 
it gives you a strange sense * 
of being perfectly aligned * 
with yourself.
I’m not asking you to 
recreate your childhood— •
performing rote actions is 
merely a means to a larger 
goal: a habit of reminisc­
ing on your childhood. You \
don’t have to walk around * 
barefoot if you regularly 
think about the things you 
did as a kid, or tell family 
stories, or see home videos 
or old photos. But if you Z
tend to ignore or dismiss 
your past (even if it was 
unpleasant), you’re missing l 
an opportunity to under­
stand yourself. It seems to • 
me, then, that the collegiate 
imperative to “be yourself’ * 
was never intended to be a « 
method of self-renovation; ; l 
instead, it’s a practice for l 
bringing your concrete 
personality structures to the 
surface.
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Dishing up better service, healthier choices
Campus Dining surveys student satisfaction for improvements
By Alyssa Rettelle
arenelle@lanthorn.com
This year, Grand Valley State University’s 
Campus Dining restaurants are attempting to 
improve students’ overall dining experiences by 
conducting an online feedback survey and in­
troducing more thorough health and nutrition 
labels.
The program, called Healthy for Life, is a new 
way of documenting nutritional values in order 
to educate consumers and support healthier life­
styles.
Deb Rambadt with Campus Dining said the 
program’s aim is to give guests more information, 
which will allow them to make more informed 
choices.
“Hopefully these programs will bring aware­
ness to options and encourage thoughtful choic­
es,” Rambadt said.
An online dining-styles survey showed more 
than 75 percent of students surveyed in the past 
year were striving to be careful about what they 
eat, and want to know how to make better nu­
trition and lifestyle choices, according to a press 
release for the Healthy for Life program. The
program includes new menus that feature lower 
calorie, lower fat, whole grain and vegetarian or 
vegan choices, as well as tools that are designed 
to make sustainable, healthy choices more avail­
able to students.
Michael Stutsman, a student at GVSU, likes 
the new changes to Campus Dining.
“As a person that needs to watch food for so­
dium, it was very difficult to find out before how
66
Hopefully these programs 
will bring awareness to 
options and encourage 
thoughtful choices.
DEB RAMBADT
CAMPUS DINING MARKETING MANAGER
much was in each item,” Stutsman said. “With 
the implementing of the new system, I think it’ll 
be a better way for students to know about what’s
in their food.”
On more than 30 college and university cam­
puses where the program was tested, Healthy for 
Life helped students gain a better understanding 
of food and empowered them to make balanced 
choices, according to the press release. Feedback 
from participants at test locations emphasized 
that Healthy for Life works because it’s not a diet 
program, but instead a lifestyle program.
Another program implemented by Cam­
pus Dining is an online or mobile survey, Your 
Voice Counts, which began last November and 
has been brought back this academic school year 
because of its success, according to Dominique 
DiPiazza of GVSU’s Dining Marketing.
The survey allows participants to rate the 
value, service and quality of their dining expe­
riences, and the feedback is given to restaurant 
managers to review and discuss with their em­
ployees. The purpose of this survey is to improve 
guest service in a timely manner.
This year’s mobile version of the survey has 
been modified in order to make it more conve­
nient for students to participate and takes ap­
proximately four to six minutes. Every person
that completes the survey will receive 10 chances
66
With implementing the new 
system, I think it'll be a 
better way for students to 
know what's in their food.
MICHAEL STUTSMAN
GVSU STUDENT
to win a $1,000 daily cash prize.
Students are invited to take the Your Voice 
Counts survey by visiting www.campusdin- 
ingvoice.com, or www.gvsu.edu/campusdining. 
Campus Dining guests can also provide com­
ments and questions at each restaurant using 
comment cards or by emailing gvsufood@gvsu. 
edu. For more information on the Healthy for 
Life program, use the online program Just4U by 
clicking on “Campus Nutrition” located on the 
Campus Dining website or the Smartphone app 
“CampusDish.”
Campus life night takes the community outdoors
Searching for something to do: Campus life night was hosted outside for the first time this year. With the many Grand Valley State University clubs, great weather, free giveaways and many attendees, the event introduced many 
students to new opportunities on campus. Many new and returning students use the event to see what clubs GVSU has to offer.
SEE SLIDESHOW ONLINE
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AWRI researchers to study Silver Lake
COURTESY I GVL
Studying algae: Researchers work to improve Silver Lake.
BY ELLIE PHILLIPS
EPHILLIPS@LANTHORN.COM
T
he Michigan Depart­
ment of Environmen­
tal Quality awarded a 
$32,000 grant to the Annis 
Water Resources Institute of 
Grand Valley State Univer­
sity to fund research on the 
cyanobacterium gloeotrichia 
in Silver Lake.
“(Gloeotrichia) is a colonial 
cyanobacterium—blue-green 
algae—that can form unsightly 
blooms, or surface scums, in 
lakes,” said Al Steinman, the 
principal investigator for the 
project and director of AWRI. 
“It is an invasive species that 
also has the potential to form 
cyanotoxins and has been as­
sociated with skin irritations 
and/or gastrointestinal prob­
lems for swimmers who ingest 
a quantity of water.”
Silver Lake is an important 
part of the Michigan ecosys­
tem and is one of the many 
“Pure Michigan” sites in the
state. It has a state park, sand 
dunes, 2,000 campground 
sites, 100 cottages, three ho­
tels and 800,000 annual visi­
tors which could be affected by 
the gloeotrichia. Outbreaks of 
gloeotrichia can result in the 
decline of desirable algae in 
the lake as well as disruption of 
the natural food chain and can 
also release hepatotoxin mi- 
crocystin-LR, which is capable 
of inducing tumors if ingested 
in large quantities.
“While most humans know 
better than to consume or 
recreate in a huge algal scum, 
pets—such as dogs—may not 
exhibit similar discretion, and 
it is estimated that several dogs 
die each year in Michigan from 
lapping up water laced with cy­
anotoxins,” Steinman said.
The research funded by the 
grant will involve experiments 
to determine factors affecting 
the growth of gloeotrichia, 
as well as its toxicity. The cy­
anobacterium can survive the
winter by forming spores in 
the sediment, which has led 
to outbreaks in Silver Lake the 
past two years. The research 
will take place over the grow­
ing season from April to Oc­
tober through 14 bimonthly 
monitoring events and a nutri­
ent bioassay experiment, a test 
used to determine the strength 
or activity of a substance. Field 
surveys and controlled experi­
ments will also be used.
The grant was one of five 
awarded by the MDEQ to local 
universities, governments and 
nonprofit organizations. The 
Eaton Conservation District, 
the Kalamazoo River Water­
shed Council, the Tip of the 
Mitt Watershed Council and 
the Timberland Resource Con­
servation and Development 
Organization also received 
grants, totaling $197,115.
AWRI, in conjunction with 
the U.S. Geological Survey, is 
conducting another study to 
determine what puts the lake’s
ecosystem under stress an dr 
hopes to create best manage­
ment practices to relieve that 
stress. Bill Dejong is a property 
owner on the lake and a mem-’ 
ber of the Silver Lake Improve-; 
ment Board, a quasi-govern- 
mental agency that consists of 
the township and the county 
and is responsible for treaty 
ment and upkeep of the lake. »
“What happens is that yoii 
have a pretty intense human, 
impact on this lake,” Dejong^ 
said. “Whether this problem’^ 
coming from agriculture, up* 
stream tributaries, human 
waste, ducks and geese or 
whatever, were trying to figure 
out what’s really the condi­
tion of the lake from a scien­
tific perspective so that we can. 
come up with a rational solu­
tion.”
For more information on 
AWRI, visit www.gvsu.edu/ 
awri. For more information on 
Silver Lake, visit silverlakeim-; 
provement.com.
IT opens new location
Department expands into library to provide more tech resources
BY STEPHANIE BRZEZINSKI
SBRZEZINSKI @ LANTHORN.COM
rand Valley State Uni­
versity’s Information 
Technology depart­
ment has made some changes 
as it strives to improve and 
expand its services to the 
campus community, includ­
ing moving its Helpdesk to its 
new home in the Mary Idcma 
Pew Library.
Sue Korzinek, director of 
IT, said the department de­
cided on the move early in the 
planning stages for the new li­
brary. When Lee Van Orsdel, 
dean of university libraries, 
invited various departments 
on campus to participate, IT 
chose to join because it would 
be included as part of the 
Knowledge Market, which 
provides a variety of services 
to the campus community.
“These services include IT 
Helpdesk, as well as writing, 
speech and tutoring services,” 
Korzinek said, adding that 
being part of the Knowledge 
Market will also help IT ex­
pand and improve because 
of its centralized location on 
campus.
The IT department is 
staffed by both professionals 
and students and deals with 
many technology-related is­
sues on campus.
“We support institutional 
initiatives involving technol­
ogy and support all major En­
terprise Resource Planning 
(ERP) systems,” Korzinek 
said. “We (also) manage all 
network connections be­
tween all campuses, buildings 
and wireless access.”
The department also 
provides services such as 
help with email, wireless 
connectivity, Blackboard 
support and connecting 
computers and gaming 
devices to the university’s 
network. Other general 
technology questions are
also addressed, whether 
in the classroom or living 
centers.
The IT Helpdesk in Al­
lendale has also expanded 
to include the Grand Rapids 
Helpdesk located in the De- 
Vos Center on the GVSU Pew 
Campus. Jayne Dissette, aca­
demic systems supervisor at 
GVSU, said the Grand Rap­
ids Helpdesk was created a 
year ago and is an extension 
of the main desk in Allen­
dale.
“It gives a sense of com­
munity,” Dissette said, 
mentioning that it is also 
supposed to increase the 
connectivity between cam­
puses.
Josh Barnosky, a senior 
majoring in accounting, is a 
student consultant for the IT 
department on the Pew Cam­
pus. He said one of the biggest 
issues for students is connect­
ing to the wireless network, 
and his solution was to create 
the new IT wireless teams on 
the Pew Campus as an ex­
tension of the Grand Rapids 
Helpdesk.
“I suggested we set up a ta­
ble in the plaza during differ­
ent times throughout the first 
few weeks of school,” Bar­
nosky said. “We could help 
students initially when they 
walked through and let them 
know where the Helpdesk was 
for future questions.”
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The goal is to 
have everyone 
connected to 
wireless.
JAYNE DISSETTE
ACADEMIC SYSTEM SUPERVISOR
Dissette said the teams in­
clude one IT student consul­
tant and one student from the 
Helpdesk, and they will make
the IT department more ac­
cessible by setting up vari­
ous locations around the Pew 
Campus. The teams will work 
directly with students and 
new faculty to assist them with 
specific technology problems, 
including setting up email on 
mobile devices and helping 
with Windows 8.
**
We continue 
to review and 
upgrade our 
services...
SUE KORZINEK
DIRECTOR OF IT
“The goal is to have every­
one connected to wireless and 
know where the Helpdesk is 
in Grand Rapids,” Dissette 
said.
In the future, the IT de­
partment has set its sights on 
improving its mobile services. 
Some GVSU students have 
created free phone applica­
tions that allow students to 
keep their schedule, my Ban­
ner and other important in­
formation all in one spot, Dis­
sette said. The IT department 
might form mobile teams of 
students who will show others 
how to use these applications.
These improvements will 
all be made in the hopes of 
making students’ lives less 
stressful.
“We continue to review 
and upgrade our services to 
provide state of the art and 
emerging technologies to 
keep GVSU competitive and 
attractive to faculty and stu­
dents,” Korzinek said.
For more information 
about the IT department and 
its services, visit www.gvsu. 
edu/it.
What 
kind of 
doctor do 
you want 
to be?
Scan to find out
CLEVELAND
CHIROPRACTIC
COLLEGE
Kansas City
800-467-2252
www.cleveland.edu
ROBERT MATHEWS | GVl
Technical Difficulties: Junior Alex Floyd assists a student on the phone with a computer problem. The IT 
department has made several changes to expand its services on campus.
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SOCCER PICKED TO 
WIN GLAIC
The Grand Valley State 
University women's soccer 
team was picked to finish as 
the No. 1 team in the GLIAC 
this season, as announced 
last week in the 2013 Wom­
en's Soccer Preseason 
Coaches' Poll.
GVSU received 144 
points in the poll—the most 
points a team can earn.
The Lakers advanced to 
their fourth straight NCAA 
Final Four last season while 
posting a 20-2-3 record over­
all. The team has dominated 
GLIAC opponents under 
head coach Dave Dilanni, 
winning eight straight con­
ference titles and all five 
GLIAC Tournament champi­
onships.
Michigan Technological 
University finished second 
in the poll with 123 points, 
while Saginaw Valley State 
University (120), Ohio Do­
minican University (102) and 
the University of Findlay (91) 
rounded out the top five.
GVSU returns to action 
on the road tomorrow at 
Armstrong Atlantic State 
University in Savannah, Ga., 
at 1 p.m.
MEN'S HOOPS 
TO HOST OPEN 
TRYOUTS
The Grand Valley State 
University men's basketball 
team will be hosting open 
tryouts Sept. 14 from 5-7 
p.m. in Fieldhouse Arena.
Students interested in 
trying out for the team need 
to fill out a medical waiver 
from the basketball offices 
and have a physical in the 
last six months. Players 
must also have proof of tak­
ing a sickle cell test. Visit the 
men's basketball offices at 
163 Fieldhouse to sign up.
Last season, GVSU fin­
ished with a record of 19-9 
(15-7 GLIAC), advancing to 
the semifinal round of the 
GLIAC tournament.
The team will kick of its 
season this year with an ex­
hibition game at Michigan 
State University on Oct. 29.
PAIR OF FORMER 
LAKERS SIGN WITH 
NFL TEAMS
Two former Grand Val­
ley State University football 
players, guardTim Lelito and 
wide receiver Charles John­
son, have found a home for 
the upcoming NFL season.
Lelito, an undrafted free 
agent, found a way to make 
the 53 man roster of the New 
Orleans Saints.The 2012 GLI­
AC Offensive Lineman of the 
Year impressed in the pre­
season, and even scored an 
unconventional touchdown 
by recovering a fumble in 
the endzone against the Mi­
ami Dolphins.
Johnson, a seventh 
round draft pick in last year's 
draft, has been signed to the 
practice squad of the Green 
Bay Packers. He was a touch­
down machine during his 
two seasons at GVSU, rack­
ing up 31 touchdowns in 22 
career games.
The NFL season kicks off 
this week.
GLIAC
ARCHIVE | GVL
Facing off: With the first home football game of the season fast approaching, the Lakers prepare to face Azusa Pacific University for the first time. The biggest 
factor for the GV football team is the unknown style of the other team, which has a similar spread offense to the Lakers.
BACK TO THE GRIDIRON
Football looks to make it 13 straight season home opener wins
BY BRYCE DEROUIN
SPORTS@LANTHORN.COM
A
ttention and praise 
usually go to the of­
fense when it comes 
to the Grand Valley 
State University foot­
ball program, but af­
ter last years disappointing season, 
all eyes will be on the Laker defense 
in Saturdays season opener.
A new season means turning the 
page on the past, and for the GVSU 
defense, that’s probably a good thing. 
The Laker defense surrendered 31.5 
points per game last season, but 
they’ll look to change their identity 
against Azusa Pacific University.
So what can fans expect Saturday from 
a defense that was exposed last year?
“Excitement and big plays,” said last 
year’s lead tackier senior Charles Hill. 
“You’re going to see some negative 
plays being made with tackles for loss, 
our defensive line getting in there and 
creating some havoc. There’s going to 
be some fireworks, I would say.”
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I’m excited, but this 
really doesn’t change 
my mindset at all.
HEATH PARLING
JUNIOR QUARTERBACK
This Saturday will mark the first meet­
ing between GVSU and Azusa Pacific 
University. For head coach Matt Mitchell 
and his coaching staff, the scariest thing 
about their opponent this weekend is 
what they don’t know.
“The biggest factor is the unknown,” 
said Mitchell “They’ve got a new quar­
terback listed as the starter on their 
depth chart that we’ve never seen before. 
They’ve got some new offensive lineman. 
From the offensive standpoint, it’s kind of
the unknown. From the defensive side of 
the ball, you’ve got new guys and we’re not 
sure what we’re going to get. This game is 
going to be about our ability to potentially 
make some adjustments in-game because 
you never know what you’re going to
. nget.
Azusa Pacific works out of a spread of­
fense, similar to GVSU. However, as far as 
spread offenses go, the two teams operate 
their offenses in different fashions.
“They run a lot of zone read and 
some quarterback runs and do some 
things that we don’t do,” Mitchell said. 
“Even though it’s a spread mentality 
with four wides and three wides on the 
field—kind of like we are—it’s differ­
ent. The run game is different and the 
pass game is different.”
Leading the GVSU offense will be 
junior quarterback Heath Parling. Par- 
ling, who had his season cut short last 
year when he suffered a torn ACL, was 
named the starter last weekend after 
beating out classmate and friend Isiah 
Grimes for the starting job.
“I’m excited, no doubt,” Parling 
said. “That’s why I worked so hard 
in the offseason so I hopefully would 
be able to play again. I feel like the 
whole deal was a bigger thing out­
side our building than it was inside. 
Everyone inside would have been 
confident with either one of us. I’m 
excited but this really doesn’t change 
my mindset at all.”
A strong start is what any team 
hopes for out of the gate, and GVSU 
has an impressive history of starting 
the season off on the right foot. The 
Lakers have won their past 12 home 
season openers.
“If you’re going to be at Grand Valley 
and strive for championships, you can’t 
stub your toe week one,” Mitchell said. 
“It’s big for us to obviously get out there 
and perform. We’re not going to be up to 
our potential week one, but we’ve gotta 
be the best week one team and continue 
to build on it from there.”
THinGS TO UJRTCH
DEFENSIVE LINE
If the Lakers are going to have success on defense this 
year, it starts with the defensive front. Junior Matt Judon 
led the team last year in sacks (3.5) after playing in only 
eight games and will be one of the team's biggest pass 
rushers. GVSU also added junior transfer Frank Boenzi, 
who looks to provide some strength on the interior.
WHO KICKS THE FIELD GOALS
Joel Schipper is one of the few freshmen not to be 
redshirtedthisseason.Heiscompetingagainstincumbent 
junior Marco laderosa, who converted 3-of-9 field goal 
attempts last year, for the field goal kicking job. Senior 
Ryan Stokes saw playing time in 2011, but battled a leg 
injury last year. Mitchell said he would decide on who 
would be kicking field goals after Thursday's practice.
REPLACING CHARLES JOHNSON
The Lakers will look to replace 72 catches, 1,119 yards 
and 16 touchdowns after Johnson took his talents to the 
NFL. Mitchell expects to spread the ball around more 
this year to make up for the void Johnson left. Look for 
the ball to be spread around to wide receivers Brandan 
Green, Billy Seiler, Darryl Pitts, and Keontre' Miskel.
QUARTERBACK
While Parling has been named the starter, Mitchell 
has previously said he wouldn't be against using both 
Parling end Grimes in the same game. Also, Parling has 
said his knee is 100 percent, but it will be interesting 
to see how his knee responds to game action.
RUNNING BACK
Mitchell has four players at his disposal who have 
started games at the running back position. Junior Chris 
Robinson had 361 yards and sixTDs before he suffered 
a torn ACL in the fourth game of the season last year. 
Juniors Michael Ratay and Ben Hutchins, along with 
sophomore Kirk Spencer, admirably filled Robinson's 
void. Saturday will be a preview of how the Lakers plan 
to divide the carries among the stable of backs. ROBINSON
SCHEDULE
W. SOCCER
Friday at Armstrong 
Atlantic State 1 p.m. 
Sunday at Columbus 
State 11 a.m.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- W . S () C C E \\ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Keeping both eyes on the prize
GV goalkeeper has big cleats to fill for the upcoming soccer season
VOLLEBALL
Friday vs. Adelphi 1 p.m. 
Friday vs. Saint Leo 7:30 
p.m.
Saturday vs. Southwest 
Minnesota State 12 p.m.
FOOTBALL
Saturday vs. Azusa 
Pacific 7 p.m.
W. TENNIS
Friday at Malone 12 p.m. 
Saturday atWalsh 10 
a.m.
Sunday at Lake Erie 10 
a.m.
MEN'S GOLF
Sunday -The Arendsen 
(Meadows G.C.)
MILLER
BY PETE BARROWS
PBARROWS@LANTHORN.COM
It’s a new year, a new semester, a new season 
for Grand Valley State University soccer, and se­
nior keeper and first year starter Abbey Miller 
has plenty on her plate— namely, playing into 
the clown-sized cleats passed down to her. The 
good news is that when names on a page become 
careers on a field, history has consistently re­
called GVSU goalkeepers kindly.
“We have a lot of faith in Abbey,” GVSU head 
coach Dave Dilanni said. “Both (Kristina Nas- 
turzio and Chelsea Parise) spent a year behind 
another (keeper) and learned from each other. 
Even before Kristina started, she sat behind Me­
lissa Henson, whom she was able to learn from. 
Abbey Miller’s been able to do that as well."
Henson, a starter from 2000 to 2003, still holds a 
share of the Lakers’ single-season save percentage mark 
(.938 in 2000) and, since hanging up her gloves, has as­
sisted on GVSU’s sidelines tutoring her progeny.
The first of those successors, Nasturzio, a starter
from 2005 to 2008, boasts the lowest career goals 
against average (.34 a match) as well as the highest 
career save percentage (.890) in GVSU history.
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Personally, I want to be that 
main communicator in the back.
ABBEY MILLER
SENIOR GOALKEEPER
More recently, Parise, a starter from 2009 to 
2012, played in (101) and won (84) more games 
while recording more shutouts (59) than any 
Laker in the history of the program.
Between the three highly esteemed net guard­
ians, virtually every meaningful keeper record— 
single-game, single-season, career or other-
SEE SOCCER ON B2
STAY CAMPUSVIEWHOUSING.COMBasketball and Volleyball Court J 
Fully-Equipped Fitness Center 
FREE Fitness classes
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SOCCER
CONTINUED FROM B1
wise— has been rewrit­
ten and kept, the positions 
prestige building with that 
of the programs.
After three seasons under 
Parises wing and shadow, 
Miller is tasked with con­
tinuing the exceptional leg­
acy associated with being a 
Laker goalkeeper. Whether 
or not Miller’s up to the task 
remains to be seen, but if 
she should fall short of ex­
pectations, it won’t be from 
a lack of ability.
"I think one thing Abbey 
may be lacking a little is 
game experience,” Dilanni 
said. “You try to prepare 
her in training and practice, 
give her the opportunities 
to show she can make those 
plays, but physically she has 
all the tools and looks the 
part. What Abbey lacks in 
experience, she brings plen­
ty of athleticism, body con­
trol and very good hands. 
I think those things, we’re 
hoping, are going to fill that 
void for lacking a little bit of 
game experience.”
Idle time isn’t always the 
devil’s playground, but it cer­
tainly can be numbing. Play­
ing in only seven matches 
equating to 172.13 minutes 
of real game time since en­
rolling at GVSU, Miller has 
excelled in a limited capac­
ity with seven saves to one 
goal allowed— a .875 save 
percentage— but has yet 
to deal with the 90-minute 
doldrums associated with 
the position and the school. 
With a returning back four 
that helped to post 18 shut­
outs in 2012, Miller won’t 
be working alone, but it will 
take team attentiveness from 
the forward front down to 
stay ready and avoid being 
caught off-guard.
“Staying mentally in the 
game and staying focused,”
Private Entrances 
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Maintenance
Flexible Lease Terms 
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Dilanni said. “That’s re­
ally what it is— mentally 
being strong, following 
the play and keeping your 
mind alive, understanding 
that there may only be one 
breakdown in the entire 
game and that’s the save you 
need to make.”
Playing extensively in the 
more rigorous spring season 
and getting plenty of reps in 
practice, Miller has worked 
tirelessly to stay sharp and 
has already made strides in 
her game since assuming 
the starting role this off­
season— so much so that 
she hopes to make her mark 
amongst a heavily experi-
What Abbey lacks 
in experience, 
she brings plenty 
of athleticism...
DAVE DILANNI
HEAD SOCCER COACH
enced back line.
“One of the main things 
I learned from Chelsea was 
how good of a communica­
tor she was and how she or­
ganized the players in front 
of her,” Miller said. “Person­
ally, I want to be that main 
communicator in the back. 
Just have a leadership role 
and be a presence in the 
back. And since coming in 
as a freshman, I feel much 
more comfortable playing 
with everybody.”
For the last decade, the GVSU 
goal has been tended with pride, 
and the transition between suc­
cessors has been made as fluidly 
as a keeper-initiated outlet to 
midfield. It’s become a natural 
order, and yet not all keepers, 
for better or worse, are cre­
ated equal. Each has brought 
a unique verve to the crease, 
proving that there’s more than
one way to block a shot.
“Chelsea was an extremely 
loud presence on the field,” 
said senior defenseman and 
Miller’s roommate of three 
years Sam Decker. “She saw 
everything and she made 
sure you knew it. If you 
missed something or there 
was something you should 
have done, she let you know. 
Abbey is a great leader, but 
in some ways, she’s more of 
a lead by example type. She 
talks when she needs to and 
lets people know what they 
need to know.”
Holly Ellerbroek, a red- 
shirt freshman, is next in 
line to the throne, but un­
til the 2013 season closes, 
the cycle will continue 
with Miller taking her long 
awaited turn atop. The 
shoes will take some break­
ing in as both Miller and 
Ellerbroek learn and adjust, 
but just like your mom as­
sured you when she bought 
you a fresh pair in middle 
school, there’ll be plenty of 
room left to grow.
“Our hope is that every 
game, as she (Miller) gets 
a little more experience, 
she becomes a little more 
comfortable underneath 
herself,” Dilanni said. “As 
she does, she’s going to start 
blossoming into that goal­
keeper that’s going to take 
us very far in the playoffs.
As daunting as it may be 
to replace a mainstay in 
goal, Miller is up for the 
challenge. Whatever trepi­
dations she may have head­
ing into the season, her 
teammates do not share.
“There’s not one person 
on this team who said ‘Oh, 
I’m a little nervous that 
Chelsea’s gone,’” Decker 
said. “All anyone can say 
is that ‘Abbey’s going to do 
great this year.’ Everybody’s 
really behind her and every­
body’s ready for her to take 
this opportunity. It’s her 
time. It’s her year to shine.”
•Mi*
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Claiming a victory: Laker volleyball head coach Deanne Scanlon celebrates the game point to 
win the National Title against UNK in 2005. Her legacy remains strong almost a decade later.
Multi-dimensional
Unique background helps coach build a program
BY JAY BUSHEN
ASSISTANTSPORTS@LANTHORN.COM
To build a successful program at the 
NCAA level, a head coach must be familiar 
with the business side of recruiting.
Few coaches understand this better than 
Grand Valley State University head volleyball 
coach Deanne Scanlon, who attributes a great 
deal of her success in the past 18 seasons to 
her background in the real estate industry.
Before her career as a head coach, Scanlon 
worked as a real estate developer for a large 
company in Ann Arbor, Mich. She eventu­
ally walked away in order to pursue her pas- 
’ sion but said these experiences have helped 
her become the recruiter she is today.
“It was a lot of sales,” she said. “Part of 
college athletics is learning your product, 
finding out what a person wants and paying 
attention to detail. I’m able to apply those 
skills into my recruiting. I really feel that 
my business background gave me a leg up.”
The five-time Midwest Region Coach 
of the Year’s ability to bring in her desired 
talent has translated into a career record of 
468-143 (258-67 GLIAC) and 18 straight 
winning seasons.
Scanlon said the faith she has in her 
product makes it easy to close a sale.
“I keep a very short list,” she said. “I’ve
I feel so confident in Grand 
Valley and what it can offer 
a student. It allows me to be
Since 2000, Scanlon has produced 10 
First-Team AVCA All-Americans, 27 All- 
Midwest Region players and 28 First-Team 
All-GLIAC players.
Part of college athletics 
is learning your product, 
finding out what a person 
wants and paying attention 
to detail.
DEANNE SCANLON
HEAD VOLLEYBALL COACH
\0
bold...
DEANNE SCANLON
HEAD VOLLEYBALL COACH
never been afraid to go after a recruit, and 
we’re going after a lot of kids who are get­
ting Division I looks. I feel so confident in 
Grand Valley and what it can offer a stu­
dent. It allows me to be bold and feel as if 
nobody is off limits.”
Once she assembles her team, she can 
focus on what she truly loves to do- 
coaching the game of volleyball.
Her biggest accomplishment, though, 
came in 2005 when her team won the 
school’s first NCAA National Champion­
ship. She was named the AVCA National 
Coach of the Year.
“The banners and the records show that 
she’s an amazing coach who knows what 
she’s doing,” junior setter Clair Ruhenkamp 
said. “It’s what she brings off the court. She’s 
not just worried about winning—she’s truly 
worried about us as individuals.”
Scanlon’s unique ability to incorporate 
multiple aspects of her life into her coach­
ing style hits home with her players.
Her experiences as a mom aid her when 
she is trying to keep her athletes out of 
trouble. While her style is more “hands 
off” when it comes to discipline, she is 
known by those she coaches to genuinely 
care about the future of her players and 
want what is best for them.
Junior outside hitter Abby Aiken said 
she recalls a team-building exercise that 
took her by surprise.
“She took us to this lady’s farmhouse to 
make jam, scones and butter,” Aiken said. 
“She finds the coolest, most random places 
and they always turn out to be a good time.”
Scanlon hopes to lead the Lakers back to 
the top of the GLIAC this season, a year 
after finishing with a 25-8 record.
The team kicks off the 2013-2014 season by 
hosting the Riverfront Hotel Grand Rapids 
Classic at Fieldhouse Arena on Friday at 1 p.m.
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A w*lcom* addition: Junior transfer Carola Orna joined the Laker tennis 
franchise this season after boosting her athlete resume at a small school in 
Mississippi. Ornas new teammates expect her to be a positive addition.
Accomplished
BY PAT BICANICH
PBICANICH <9 LANTHORN.
COM
W
hen it became 
time for junior 
tennis player 
Carola Orna to decided 
where she would continue 
her career, she settled on 
decided to continue her 
tennis career at GVSU.
With her what she’s 
been able to accomplish in 
her career and where she 
started, that’s saying some­
thing when you consider 
that she is an international 
student originally from 
Verona Italy, that played 
her first two years of col­
legiate tennis nearly 1,000 
miles from Allendale.
GVSU caught Ornas 
attention because of its 
high academic standards 
and outstanding tradition 
in athletics. She views it as 
an opportunity to experi­
ence a bigger city and see a 
different part of the United 
States.
“I was looking for 
universities online and I 
found Grand Valley,” Orna 
said U1 really liked the lo­
cation and I did a lot of 
research about it. I started 
writing with coach Black 
and I realized that Grand 
Valley was the right place 
for me.”
Orna has enjoyed her 
time at GVSU and said it 
is much different than her 
old school
“I went to a small uni­
versity in Mississippi,” 
Orna said “Grand Valley is 
much larger and has more 
of a college atmosphere. 
Everything on campus is 
new. It’s a lot of fun for me 
and I really like it.”
Orna made a name for 
herself at William Carey 
University in Hattiesburg, 
Mississippi. She was a 
standout at William Carey, 
playing No.l singles and 
doubles while leading her 
team to the NALA national 
championship Match. She
________________ B3
transfer boosts roster
also was named an All- 
American in both singles 
and doubles.
Head coach John Black 
is excited to coach Orna 
and believes that she brings 
a lot to the table. Black 
hopes that she will be able 
to add another dimension 
to the women’s roster.
“Carola is a very con­
sistent ground stroker and 
keeps the ball deep,” Black 
said “She’s a strong vol- 
leyer and waits for a short 
one that she can capitalize 
on. She’s aggressive at the 
net which is a great quality 
to have.”
Orna is slotted to play 
No. 1 or 2 doubles this fall, 
and figures to crack the 
starting lineup in singles 
as well.
Black said Orna still has 
room to improve despite 
all of the success she’s had 
in the past. He also thinks 
that she will benefit from 
playing better competition 
in the GLLAC.
“I don’t think she’s 
reached her full potential 
yet,” he said “Once she 
gets acclimated to Grand 
Valley and Michigan we 
will see her play continue 
to improve. It takes time 
to adjust to classes and 
the difference in weather. I 
think she’ll enjoy the com­
petition. They play solid 
tennis in the NA1A, but 
there isn’t nearly as much 
depth as in Division II.”
Ornas teammates are 
excited about the contribu­
tion that she will make this 
fall Senior Niki Chapman 
thinks her strong doubles 
play could put the Lakers 
over the top.
“We have struggled 
in doubles over the past 
couple seasons,” said 
Chapman. “We work a 
lot on doubles in practice 
and we need to continue 
to improve. Carola is very 
consistent and has good 
power which will help us a 
lot this year.”
Oma realizes that 
she has had a substantial 
amount of success in her 
past, but is more focused 
on the team than individ­
ual accolades.
“I want to do my best 
on and off the court” she 
said. “It’s not just about 
me. Its about the team. I 
want to continue to grow 
close with my teammates 
and help the team as much 
as I can.”
Oma is enjoying her 
time at GVSU and has 
clicked with her new 
teammateshe’s gotten 
dose with them not only 
at practice, but spending 
time together off the court 
as well. . The chemistry 
they’re creating and the 
experience coming back 
will hopefully help GVSU 
in their upcoming season.
Oma and the Lakers 
travel down to Canton, 
Ohio on Friday to kick off 
their season against Ma­
lone College.
Lakers take to the links on hallow greens
Golfers tee off at St. Andrews Golf Course in Scotland during European vacation over summer break
BY TATE BAKER XJot many
TBAKER@LANTHORN.COM 1\| p e O p 1 e
can say that they 
have had the privilege to play on the same golf 
course as Jack Nicklaus, Arnold Palmer and Ti­
ger Woods, not to mention all the past and pres­
ent pros that have taken to the links of historic 
St. Andrews golf course in Scotland.
Luckily for fellow Grand Valley State University 
women golfers junior Kelly Hartigan and senior 
Cassady Kauble, they had to chance to do so dur­
ing their trip overseas this summer.
“It was really a once in a lifetime oppor­
tunity,” Hartigan said. “Traveling to Europe 
and playing at some of the most historic golf 
courses in the world is something that I’m 
never going to forget.”
The experience of it all is what head coach Re­
becca Mailloux wants her young golfers to gain 
most from this trip, as they may never have an 
opportunity like this again.
“This was my dad’s first ever time playing at 
St. Andrews,” Mailloux said. “With that said, 
these girls have such a rare chance to do some­
thing that many golfers will never be able to do 
in their lifetime.”
This wasn’t any ordinary vacation for Har­
tigan and Kauble as they basically had a week 
straight of golf from sun up to sundown, com­
peting against a slew of never-before-seen 
competition.
“I played seven rounds of golf in basically six 
days,” Hartigan said. “It was definitely demand­
ing dealing with certain conditions that I don’t
normally play in back home.”
European golf conditions take a certain 
mental capacity to battle through the unrelent­
ing winds and ongoing storm fronts that con­
sistently batter the European coasts. Playing 
a week in these conditions is something that 
GVSU’s golfers will learn from and take back 
with them to the states.
“More than anything it was a big learning ex­
perience for us,” Kauble said. “The weather was 
unusual and difficult to play in, even during the 
more pleasant days. We never really experience 
that back at home.”
Gaining these unique experiences and differ­
ent styles of play won’t only improve their golf 
games, but will also give them a better apprecia­
tion and understanding of the game.
“Being able to play on such respected golf 
courses such as St. Andrews really makes you 
appreciate the position that Grand Valley has 
put me in,” Hartigan said. “It’s something I 
hope to build off of and get better from.”
While this trip was an opportunity for two cur­
rent Lakers to gain experience and build their golf 
game, it also served as a time to take a step back 
and truly enjoy the game that they love.
“During the season, it can become men­
tally demanding day in and day out as we 
are competing for Great Lakes Intercolle­
giate Conference Championships and the 
National Championships,” Kauble said. “It 
was nice to take a step back and enjoy just 
playing golf on some of the most recogniz-, 
able courses in the world.”
Turning heads
Young rugby squad unites to accomplish 
greater goals than in previous seasons
BY ADAM KNORR
AKNORR@LANTHORN.COM
T
he 2013 Grand Valley State University men’s club rugby 
season will start the same way it has for the past 12 years— 
with John Mullet at the helm. Mullet, a former rugby play­
er at Michigan State University, has been the head coach of GVSU 
rugby since day one.
The veteran presence on the Laker sidelines is contrasted with 
a roster that, despite hosting seven seniors, is considered young. 
GVSU returns seven starters in a season that shines with the po­
tential of a deep playoff run. Senior 8 Man Dave Giese mans a ros­
ter ripe with unexposed and explosive talent.
“The 25 guys we have are all really high-spirited and high-ener­
gy guys who want to go hard all the time,” Giese said.
Sophomore lock Thomas Sandwiche estimates that nearly half 
the squad is green when it comes to collegiate experience. The 
Lakers have a mere 25 players on their roster, which ensures that 
the inexperienced players will improve quickly on the pitch if they 
have any notions of competing this season.
In past seasons, the roster has featured closer to 40 athletes, 
which comes with the advantage of being able to field intra-squad 
scrimmages. However, Giese has no qualms about the small roster 
of the 2013 Lakers.
**
We're a very young team but we 
have a united goal to make a deep 
run in playoffs and make it to 
nationals...
DEB RAMBADT
CAMPUS DINING MARKETING MANAGER
“Weid rather have 25 guys give it everything they’ve got than 40 
who don’t really care,” he said.
Giese, who enters his final year of play, will be the backbone 
of the team as he looks to find the quiet talent amongst this year’s
GVSU CLUB RUGBY I COURTESY ■
Team effort: The Laker rugby team, though much smaller than in years past with younger players, prepares for its first match on 
Sept. 7 against Michigan State University. Although the team is smaller, all members are dedicated and ready to improve.
group. Junior Jared Preston, sophomore flanker Dallas Davis, and 
a plethora of other new faces will be counted on to fill the massive 
shoes of 12 graduated seniors from last year’s team.
Where experience lacks for the Lakers, confidence abounds. 
The younger players, including sophomore center Dylan Berg- 
bower, are showing no trepidation as they believe they have what it 
takes to craft an impressive campaign in 2013.
“We’re a very young team but we have a united goal to make a 
deep run in playoffs and make it to nationals,” Bergbower said.
The Lakers start the fall season on Sept. 7 as they play host to 
Michigan State University. A strong start is vital if GVSU wants to 
exceed the level it reached last year.
“We’re looking to run the table throughout our schedule," 
Sandwiche said. “If we do that, we’ll be the best Division II team
in the state.”
All seven of GVSU’s regular season games are against other 
Michigan squads, and a clean sweep of the schedule will leave no 
doubt as to who can lay claim to the crown of Michigan’s finest. The 
robust schedule is highlighted by the looming match-up against 
the Spartans and a Sept. 28 battle with rival Ferris State University.
The Lakers are coming off a 2012 campaign that ended in the 
Midwest Rugby Championship with a souring 14-34 loss to Indi­
ana University-Purdue University Indianapolis. GVSU had battled 
with IUPUI twice previously in the regular season, splitting the 
series at a game apiece. The loss in the rubber match put an end to 
an impressive 7-3 season for the Lakers, which saw them fall just 
short of National Playoffs.
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Energizing performance: Electronic performer Steve Aoki will be featured for the Homecoming 
concert this year. Tickets for the show will be on sale starting Sept. 9.
Aoki to play at GV!
Spotlight announces 2013 Homecoming artist*
BY KARI NORTON
ARTS @ LANTHORN.COM
he suspense is over: 
Grand Valley State Uni­
versity’s Spotlight Pro­
ductions have finally revealed 
that the artist taking the stage 
at this years homecoming 
concert is none other than 
electronic performer Steve 
Aoki.
This year’s concert is 
bound to be one big par­
ty that will leave nobody 
wanting to stay seated, Mu­
sic Chair Carter Long said.
“This is the first year 
since I started going here 
in 2012 or that I have heard 
of that GVSU has had an 
electronic artist for home­
coming,” Long said. “While 
other genres can be just as 
fun, this will be unlike any­
thing GVSU has seen at a 
homecoming concert ”
Vice President of Marketing 
Corey Orvis said it’s going to 
be different from any concert 
GVSU and Spotlight Produc­
tions have hosted in the past, 
making it an experience no 
one will want to miss.
**
It's a concert (or 
show) that reels 
you in and gets 
you involved.
COREY ORVIS
SPOTLIGHT VP OF MARKETING
“It’s a concert (or show) that 
reels you in and gets you in­
volved,” Orvis said. “It’s one 
of those shows where the art­
ist feeds off the energy of the 
crowd. The more the crowd gets 
hyped, the better it is for the
concert experience, and I don’t 
think there has been a show like ' 
that before (at GVSU).”
Every year Spotlight tries to' 
bring in an artist from a differ- - 
ent genre, and this year’s show 
is expected to be a high energy 
event with a lot of visual effects.
“It’s hard to please everyone 
because everyone has different 
tastes in music, so this year we 
wanted to do something that" 
everyone could enjoy, that was 
the idea,” Orvis said. “That is 
what’s great about Steve Aoki: 
you can go to the show and 
still have a great time no mat­
ter your preference in music.”
Tickets for the concert 
will go on sale Sept. 9 at the 
20/20 desk in Kirkhof Cen­
ter. Prices will be $10 for 
students before Oct. 14 and. 
$15 after. The general pub­
lic can also purchase tickets 
for $20.
A & E
BRIEFS
CELEBRATION ON THE GRAND
A celebration downtown will offer Grand Valley 
State University students an opportunity to famil­
iarize themselves with the city of Grand Rapids. 
The event, Celebration on the Grand, will offer 
free food booths from local restaurants and free 
live music.The festivities will take place on Sept.
6 from 5 p.m. to 11:30 p.m., with a break at dusk 
for a fireworks show at Ah-Nab-Awen Park.The 
event will continue the next day with roller skat­
ing at Rosa Parks Circle beginning at 1 p.m. For a 
complete schedule of events and more informa­
tion, visit www.celebrationonthegrand.org.
INTERFRATERNITY COUNCILTO HOST SLIP N 
SLIDE PARTY
The Interfraternity Council will be hosting a free 
Slip 'n Slide party on Sept. 6 from 2 p.m. to 6 
p.m. complete with free ice cream at Grand Valley 
State University's Robinson Field. All students are 
welcome to join. Contact Patrick Connors with 
any questions at ifc@mail.gvsu.edu.
NATIVE AMERICAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
KICK-OFF MEETING
On Sept. 5, the Native American Student Associa­
tion and the Office of Multicultural Affairs will be 
holding a Welcome Back Kick-off Meeting. Locat­
ed in the Kirkhof Center room 2266, the meeting 
is designed to be both informative to first-time 
attendees and also welcome back returning 
members. Attendees can expect to learn what 
to expect from NASA, how to get involved and 
upcoming events planned for Native American 
Heritage month. Aside from information, both 
returning and newly interested NASA members 
can participate in a raffle, for which prizes will be 
awarded. As the meeting is right around din­
nertime, a pizza dinner will also be provided. 
SpeakerTroy Farley, the director of GVSU Career 
Center, is welcomed as this meeting's featured 
guest.The meeting is free to all those interested. 
For more information, contact NASA president 
Nikole LeCompte at lecomptn@mail.gvsu.edu.
STUDY ABROAD FIRST STEP MEETING
If you're thinking about studying abroad, tt just 
takes one step to get on track. Every Thursday 
from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. in the Mary Idema Pew 
Library 040 and every Wednesday from 5 p.m. to 
6 p.m. in Lake Ontario Hall in room 130, informa­
tional sessions go over how to pick a program, 
how to secure funding, academic information 
and other tips. For students who are unable to 
make an informational meeting, an online ver­
sion is available at www.gvsu.edu/studyabroad/ 
step. For more information, visit Study Abroad's 
website or send an email to studyabroad@gvsu. 
edu.
IS COMMON GROUND POSSIBLE?
Gleaves Whitney, the president of GVSU's Hauen- 
stein Center for Presidential Studies, will give a 
presentation exploring the historical reality of 
common ground between American citizens and 
elected officials in Congress, as well as how to­
day's political exchanges between dysfunctional 
Congress and disgruntled citizens may be less 
than productive.The presentation also involves 
the audience, invoking members' opinions on 
whether there is a possibility for common ground 
in the future. For more information, contact Tori 
VanDragt at vandravi@gvsu.edu.The interactive 
lecture takes place Sept. 9 from 7 p.m. to 8:30 
p.m. in the Loosemore Auditorium room 122E, lo­
cated in downtown Grand Rapids' DeVos Center. 
The event is also LIB 100/LIB 201 approved.
Have a story idea?
We'll listen.
editorial@lanthorn.com
EUPHORIA | COURTESY
Sing-off: A cappella groups Euphoria (pictured) and GrooVe are holding auditions in the hopes of find talented new members.
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A cappella groups seek fresh voices
BY SHELBY PENDOWSKI
SPENDOWSKI9 LANTHORN.COM
haking hands, sweaty 
palms. The song you’ve 
been practicing all week 
repeats in your head, but 
the ability to play the gui­
tar, the piano or any other instrument 
will not save you. Your voice is the 
only thing that will carry you through 
under the blaze of those lights.
Musically talented students able to push 
through these nerves to belt out a tune are 
the ones that GrooVe and Euphoria, two 
of Grand Valley State University’s a cap­
pella groups, are looking for.
Euphoria member Matthew Wagen- 
heim said his group is looking for confi­
dent singers who can hold their own in 
a solo situation as well as in a group.
“(GrooVe is) looking for all voice 
parts including vocal percussionists,, 
but in our audition process what we 
really look for is strong musicianship 
and strong character and personality 
and really people who are just as ex­
cited about making music as GrooVe 
already is,” member Nick Ciliak said.
Both groups encourage students to 
shake off the nerves and take to the stage.
“Don’t be nervous just because we 
are the friendliest group of people,” 
Ciliak said. “We are rooting for every­
one that walks through those doors. 
We are definitely rooting for the au- 
ditionees, and we are really excited to 
see our turnout.”
Similar to any club or activity on 
campus, Euphoria and GrooVe are 
each a commitment. The two groups 
partake in many events each month 
and practice multiple times a week.
“Last year (Euphoria) practiced 
about five hours a week,” Wagenheim 
said. “We have a couple concerts a 
year. This year we are going to ICCAs, 
which people will be familiar with 
from ‘Pitch Perfect.’”
GrooVe books two to three perfor­
mances each month, president Casey 
McCullen said. It travels all over the 
state of Michigan, from Kalamazoo to
Grand Rapids to Traverse City.
“I think we are doing a combina- - 
tion concert with the other a cappella 
groups on campus, which has been a • 
recurring event,” Wagenheim said. ♦ 
However, auditions are one-time 
only, so choosing which group to go 
out for is important. Both are look- * 
ing for enthusiastic, talented students „ 
to join their families, but GrooVe is 
looking for students with a little more 
technical and musical experience.
The harmony that Euphoria and * 
GrooVe showcase in their perfor­
mances extends off-stage. Both define 
themselves as big families and consid­
er auditions as opportunities for new 
generational branches of their family' 
trees to sprout. ,
Euphoria auditions will be held Sept. 5 ‘ 
in 2201 Kirkhof from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m., * 
while GrooVe auditions will occur Sept. 6 
from 5 p.m. to 10 p.m. in 0058 Kirkhof.
“Just go for it,” McCullen said. “The. 
only opportunities that you miss out 
on are the ones that you never take.” /
Keeping history of free music
bring free concerts to GVSU students throughout semester."Arts at Noon" series to
BY AUDRA GAMBLE
AGAMBLE 9 LANTHORN.COM
For non-music majors, finding time 
to sit down and enjoy live music can be 
a challenge. To help make music more 
accessible to the campus community, 
the Grand Valley State University 
School of Music will continue its long- 
running series “Arts at Noon.”
The series will include seven con­
certs at the Cook-DeWitt center during 
the fall semester. The styles of music 
vary greatly, including everything from 
nineteenth century music to samba.
**
...it gives students a chance 
to experience different 
cultures...
DEVIN CLARK
MUSIC STUDENT
The First installment of the series 
begins Sept. 11 at noon and will fea­
ture soprano Jessica Louise Coe and
pianist Robert Byrens. The concert is 
in honor of composer Benjamin Brit­
ten’s centennial birthday.
Later concerts include a wind 
quintet, Brazilian-American vocalist 
Mdnica da Silva, a saxhorn band, a 
cello festival and more.
The “Arts at Noon” series has a 
long history at GVSU, starting in the 
late 1970s. Originally, Arthur C. Hills 
directed the concerts, but Mark Wil­
liams is presently in charge. Some of 
the concerts have become annual, like 
the faculty brass quintet holiday con­
cert and “Cello Fest!”
Music student Devin Clark has at­
tended many of the “Arts at Noon” con­
certs and said they are a good way for 
students to experience musical styles 
they are not commonly exposed to.
“These concerts are great for GVSU 
because it gives students a chance to 
experience different cultures by hear­
ing music they are not used to hearing,” 
Clark said. “Most of the ‘Arts at Noon’ 
concerts are guest performers from 
around the world or are faculty mem­
bers of the GVSU music department. 
The amount of talent in the teaching
faculty at GVSU is incredible.”
“Arts at Noon” concerts are open to all" 
GVSU students and the general public free 
of charge. Williams emphasized that these 
concerts are not just for music students.
**
The amount of talent in the ?
teaching faculty at GVSU is •
incredible. Z•m0
DEVIN CLARK
MUSIC STUDENT ♦
■0
“Music is ever-present in todays? 
culture, but we rarely examine our as-? 
sumptions about what we listen to and? 
why we choose it,” he said. “This series? 
provides students with opportunities? 
to attend free concerts by professional? 
artists and allows them to explore dif-« 
ferent genres of music ”
Most concerts occur Wednesdays,? 
except for the holiday pops concert on? 
Monday, Dec. 2. For a full list of dates and? 
performances, visit gvsu.edu/music/arts-at- * 
noon-197.htm.
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Connecting campus and community through the arts
BY ALEXANDRIA SPRAGUE
ASPRAGUE@LANTHORN.COM
It’s reaching that time of year again. The 
weather gets colder, leaves change—fall is 
approaching. At Grand Valley State Univer­
sity, the beginning of fall also marks the be­
ginning of the Fall Arts Celebration.
Celebration Committee Chair Teri Losey 
said the program has featured distinguished 
writers, poets, musicians, artists and scholars 
in addition to GVSU’s own faculty and stu­
dents for two decades now.
The annual celebration kicks off Sept. 11 
with the opening reception for the Art Gal­
lery Exhibit, which will feature Cyril Lixen- 
berg’s creations in the Performing Arts Cen­
ter Gallery. This event is expanding on the 
artwork already in the Thornapple Room of 
the Kirkhof Center.
Through Dec. 9, GVSU’s campus calendar
is filled with all forms of art events that are 
open to the public with free admission.
“Art events help us connect—both to people 
who have similar interests, but also to new things 
that, if we’re not too afraid of it to give it a little 
time, could give us a brand new pleasure, some 
new things to think about and new perspectives 
to think from,” said Fredrick Antczak, the festi­
val’s spokesperson and dean of the CoUege of 
Liberal Arts and Sciences.
Music from La Belle Epoque: Chamber 
Music for Winds from Turn-of-the-Centu- 
ry Paris will follow the Lixenberg exhibit 
on Sept. 16. The concert will be held in the 
Louis Armstrong Theatre in the Perform­
ing Arts Center at 8 p.m.
“One of the best things about college is 
that you can discover brand new interests 
that energize you and make you happier,” 
Antczak said. “Think about how much
richer your life is because of the things you 
love; now think of college as a place where 
you can get access to many more, to make 
your life that much richer.”
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One of the best things 
about college is that you 
can discover brand new 
interests that energize you.
FREDERICK ANTCZAK
DEAN OF CLAS
The Fall Arts Celebration is being offered 
to the community, students and faculty to
enrich them with art and also give back.
“Fall Arts also connects the university to the 
community,” Antczak said. “Our events have a 
really big following, but ‘connect’ is too weak a 
word. The events of Fall Arts express the uni­
versity’s excellence to our community.”
Other events include a lecture by Laurie 
Garett, an “Evening of Poetry and Conver­
sations,” “The American Identity in Dance” 
and “A Very English Christmas: Music of 
the Season from the British Isles.”
“People may or may not know at first glance 
what’s good biochemistry research or account­
ing or engineering instruction, but if they come 
to a concert and hear excellence, they identify 
that level of performance with everything we 
do at Grand Valley,” Antczak said. “And after 
all, we are a public university, we are this re­
gion’s university. It’s right that we give back.”
Annual Festival kicks off Hispanic Heritage Month
By CHANON CUMMINGS
CCUMMINGS@LANTHORN.COM
Grand Valley State Uni­
versity is starting the month 
of September with a bang by 
bringing Hispanic Heritage 
Month to the campus.
The 36th Annual Hispanic 
Festival kicks off Hispanic Her­
itage Month at the Calder Plaza 
downtown on Sept. 7. Filled 
with music, dance, culture and 
food, it is the largest Hispanic 
festival in West Michigan.
The festival is coordinated by 
the Hispanic Center of Western 
Michigan, which is a non-prof­
it organization that serves the 
needs of the Hispanic popula­
tion as well as the broader com­
munity of Michigan.
The purpose of the His­
panic Festival is to enhance 
cross-cultural understanding 
through the arts, music and 
cuisine of over 20 Spanish­
speaking countries. Along 
with the Hispanic Festival, 
Hispanic Heritage Month of­
fers different events students 
can attend during the month 
of September and October 
that aim to educate about 
the Latino culture. It helps 
to show others from dif­
ferent demographics about 
what it means to be Hispanic 
and allows Latinos to teach 
and be a part of a celebration 
of their culture.
Veronica Beltran, a mem­
ber of the Latino Student 
Union, helps faculty plan 
events and works to pro­
mote the events and show 
support.
“Hispanic Heritage Month 
is important to me personal­
ly for many reasons,” Beltran 
said. “I am very proud to be 
Mexican-American and my 
culture is something that 1 
adore and love.”
Beltran encourages stu­
dents and faculty from all 
backgrounds to attend as 
many events as possible.
**
To be successful in 
this world, one must 
be knowledgeable of 
other cultures...
VERONICA BELTRAN
LATINO STUDENT UNION MEMBER
“The Latino community 
is growing at a fast-paced rate 
and in order to discontinue ste­
reotypes and misconceptions 
about my community, others 
need to be aware about our is­
sues and culture,” she said.
One of Beltran’s favor­
ite events is the Latino Civil 
Rights tour that will take 
place on Sept. 23.
“The Latino culture and
COURTESY I GVL
Festival of learning: The 36th Annual Hispanic Festival will kick of Hispanic Heritage Month on Sept. 7. The festival's purpose is to 
help people understand the Hispanic culture through music, arts and food from over 20 Spanish-speaking countries.
ferent walks of life. during the month is free
“To be 4Ucce£sfuLiff:this A&d open to.the.public, • »»*i
community is so diverse that 
each event spotlights some­
thing different from our com­
munity, whether it draws at­
tention to domestic violence 
within immigrants or it re­
shapes the way people perceive
Columbus,” Beltran said.
GVSU holds different 
cultural events year-round 
and works with outside 
groups in the Grand Rapids 
area in an effort to give stu­
dents the experience of dif-
world, one must be knowl­
edgeable of other cultures 
and issues that aren’t those 
of their own,” she said.
Admission to all events
More information can be 
found at the GVSU website 
under “Events” or at www. 
gvsu.edu/oma/hispanic- 
heritage-month-36.htm.
Determined art majors expect 'endless opportunities'
GV art professors convinced that art majors have many options 'if they are passionate'
By Carty Simpson
csimpson @ lanthorn.com
Walking across campus, it isn’t hard to 
spot art majors struggling to lug their black 
portfolios or gingerly cradling their lat­
est creation. For many students, the pieces 
probably took over 40 hours to complete.
In October of 2012, Forbes magazine stat­
ed that art is one of the least valuable majors 
based on a high initial unemployment rate of 
11.1 percent and low initial earnings. That is 
the key word, though: initial.
“I’ve noticed a lot more this semester that 
our art majors are turning to minors and then 
doing a major in economics or business,” said 
Renee Zettle-Sterling, an art professor at Grand 
Valley State University. “That’s unsettling be­
cause I think their impression is that they’re 
not going to be able to make a livelihood out of 
this, and that’s not true. If they are passionate 
about it, they can make it happen. I don’t think 
everybody has the same level of passion.”
There is hope for those students who do 
stick with it. Degrees in art and design can 
lead to jobs in many different areas of busi­
ness, including production design, con­
sumer services and education.
Andrea Mulder-Slater, a creator of kin-
derart.com, created a list of 209 job pos­
sibilities for art majors, such as children’s 
book illustrator, art therapist, gallery owner 
or promotion designer.
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When we look back at 
history we look at art... 
and it shows what a 
society valued.
RENEE ZETTLE-STERLING
ART PROFESSOR
“Bottom line, if you are a creative person 
who enjoys art and wants to learn more about 
it, go for it,” Mulder-Slater said. “In the end, 
opportunities will present themselves if you are 
open to them. An artist is never out of work.”
According to the U.S. Department of Labor 
in May 2012, the median income ranged from 
$29,600 for craft artists to $80,880 for art di­
rectors. In most occupations, a bachelor’s de­
gree significantly increased the earnings.
“I think that (art) students learn that there 
is not one solution to a problem and they learn 
to think outside the box,” Zettle-Sterling said. 
“I know a lot of businesses, especially larger 
businesses, like to bring artists in to help them 
think differently. I think that art is an impor­
tant form of nonverbal communication and 
we don’t place enough value on it. I think an 
art major gives students the ability to find re­
sources and figure out how to do things for 
themselves and not just be set in structures. 
We teach them transferable skills. Something 
you’re learning in this class they can apply else­
where. That’s the power in a degree in art.”
E.B. Clousing, the marketing coordinator 
for Feyen Zylstra, an electrical contractor in 
Grand Rapids, combines her love for art and 
business every day. Her job includes photog­
raphy, design, content creation, event plan­
ning and branding through social media, 
the company’s website and other communi­
cation outlets. In addition, she now has her 
own photography business and does wed­
dings, engagements and senior pictures.
“I’ve always loved art and seriously consid­
ered majoring in it,” Clousing said. “I chose 
business because I wanted a solid framework
for the creative career I hoped to land. There are 
so many ways to use art in the business field.”
Clousing majored in business at Calvin 
College but also took several photography 
classes and minored in studio art.
“While job searching, I found that there 
were so many companies seeking creative 
thinkers with artistic skills who also had 
a thorough understanding of the business 
world,” Clousing said. “Being creative isn’t just 
about producing art, writing content or culti­
vating new ideas. Creativity solves problems.”
In today’s ever-changing world, there is 
an unmistakable need for artists, Zettle- 
Sterling said, and passion makes all the dif­
ference. It takes guts to major in the arts or 
any of the other degrees that regularly make 
the foreboding “Top 10 Worst College Ma­
jors” lists, but it can be worth it.
“When we look back at history we look at 
art, writing and culture and it shows what a so­
ciety valued and what they were about,” Zettle- 
Sterling said. “I think if we don’t value those 
things and if we don’t nurture them then that’s 
a really sad day. When a person goes back and 
looks at 2012 or 2013 architecture, fine arts 
and crafts, they will show who we were. They 
mirror the things that are going on."
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MARKETPLACE FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS. FACULTYAND STAFF some restrictions apply
FOR COMMERCIAL RATES CALL 616-331-2460 
classifieds@lanthorn.com
Housing
48 West - Now leasing for 
the 2014-2015 school year! 
Call (616)-895-2400 for more 
information.
Highland Place Apartments - 
Studio and 1 bedroom apart­
ments designed with comfort 
and style! (616)-234-0100.
In need of two roommates 
for my 3BR house in 
GR&#039;s East Hills area. 
Email me for more informa­
tion lacroixl@mail.gvsu.edu
Pineridge Apartments has 
ground level apartments that 
look and feel like condosl 
Ideally located between Al­
lendale and Grand 
Rapids. (616)-453-7999.
Plaza Towers 
Call (616)-776-3300 for more 
information on Plaza Tower 
Apartments located Down­
town.
The Lofts - 1 & 2 bedroom 
apartments less than a mile 
from the downtown 
campus. (616)-234-0100.
Miscellaneous
Top Moda Women’s Pack-72 
Boots, $30, Tan, Military 
style, Brand New, Size 8, 
Email me at: 
tinsleyb@mail.gvsu.edu
Services
Metro Health - Expert care 
right on campus! GVSU's 
Campus Health Center. 
Call (616)-252-6030 for more 
information or appointments.
Pioneer Construction - Man­
aged construction, per­
formed steel erections, and 
did general traces on both 
the Seidman center and the 
MIP Library. Pioneer has 
done many other projects 
with GVSU in the past such 
as the Padnos Center. 
(616)-247-6966
Valley City Signs - Located in 
Comstock, Ml, VCS has been 
producing exterior and inte­
rior signs all over the state. 
They made the 1400 signs in 
the MIP Library and the exte­
rior signs for the Seidman. 
(616)-785-5708
BRAIN BUSTERS
HOCUS-FOCUS BYHENRY BOLTINOFF
CAN YOU TRUST YOUR EYES? There are at least six differ­
ences in drawing details between top and bottom panels. How 
quickly can you find them? Check answers with those below.
-Ouissfui si woods 9 jomot si wo S 0u(s»ui si ejni»d 
> Ourssiui si epics * R euippeN z 'Ou!*»ui si jeefl * i :S30N3U33dl0
Weekly SUDOKU
by Linda Thistle
8 2 9 4
5 1 7
4 6 5
3 7 1
1 8 9
7 2 8 5
3 6 2
6 9 3
2 4 1 7
Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way 
that each row across, each column down and 
each small 9-box square contains all of the 
numbers from one to nine.
DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: ★
★ Moderate ★ ★ Challenging 
★ ★ ★ HOO BOY!
O 2013 King Features Synd., Inc.
SCRAMBLERS
Untcrambla th« letters within each rectangle to form four ordinary words. Then 
rearrange the boxed letters to form the mystery word, which will complete the gegl
Tear
KRABE
Grouse
PIRGE
Easy
LIMPSE
Bland
ALPIN
booing me, but you're my
!'
TODAY S WORD
r
v
CryptoQuip
This is a simple substitution cipher in which each letter used stands 
for another. If you think that X equals O, it will equal O throughout 
the puzzle. Solution is accomplished by trial and error.
Clue: W equals E
NSVRZZBDHZ SI WUW IRS F 
BDQDHZ, LIWSN XFQW FYILSWY F
HWG GIVUDHZ OISSI:
"VXPOW YIWNH'S LFP."
2013 King Features Synd., Inc.
[••cl-
Below are four squeezer puzzles.
Can you find the correct word to be placed in 
the middle of each to create two new words, 
one front-end, one back-end?
Here’s an example of how it works: 
ever GREEK horn
1. news_____ away
2. eye_______ware
3. pilot_______wares
4. letter______ room
©2013 King Features Syndicate
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FALL 2013 NEWS
Grand Rapids Campus will have 
road closures on Lake 
Michigan Dr (from Straight St 
Seward Ave). Traffic/bus will detour 
on Fulton beginning Tuesday,
9/3/13, and will include temporary 
bus stop moves.
Allendale Campus offers a 
new Reduced Rate Parking Area 
(Lot J) w/ Park & Ride bus stop.
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Campus Connector (Route 50)
The Campus Connector travels along Lake Michigan Drive making 
a few major stops for GVSU students: Kirkhof Center, Mackinac 
Hall, Standale Meijer, Walker Fire Station, and the Pew Campus. The 
bus frequency is about every 6 minutes during peak hours (6 a.m.- 
7p.m.).
"Riders at the Eberhard Center at GVSUs Pew Campus should watch 
for busses from the North going to Central Station (Eastbound) and 
busses from the South which will be on their way to the Allendale 
Campus (Westbound).
Monday-Thursday: 6 a.m.-1 a.m.
Friday: 6 a.m.-6 p.m. (see Weekend Connector after 6 p.m.)
SIZE MAHERS
1599
Beat Selling Suba
Standale location conviedily 
off the bus stop
Girin# #om wrp than a tandirMrk 
because #ou’re more than a customer!
#1 flam, capicola & cheese $7.49
#2 Ham. salami & cheese $6.99
#3 Ham & cheese $6.49
#4 Italian, ham. capicola. salami & cheese $7.99
#5 Capicola. pepperonl & cheese $6.99
#6 Ham. capicola. pepperonl & cheese $7.99
#7 Capicola. prostitlnl £> cheese $7.49
#8 Ham. Capicola. salami, prostitlnl. pepperonl & cheese $8.99 
#9 Capicola. salami & cheese $7.49
#10 Turkey & cheese $7.49
#11 Turkey, prostitlnl & cheese $8.49
#12 Turkey, capicola & cheese $8.49
#13 Ham. turkey & cheese $7.99
#14 Turkey, salami. & cheese $7.99
#15 FIORE. vegetarian with extra cheese $5.99
#16 Roast beef (cheese Is extra) $7.49
#17 Roast beef, turkey, prostitlnl & cheese $8.99
#18 Ham. roast beef, turkey & cheese $8.99
#19 Ham. capicola. salami, prostitlnl. pepperonl. roast beef, 
turkey & cheese $10.49
#20 TUna served on a half loaf (cheese is extra) $5.99
#21 Lots of meatballs, marfnara & cheese $7.49
#22 Chicken, seasoned & marinated & cheese $7.99
#23 Chicken, bacon, ranch $8.99
#24 Ham. capicola. pepperonl. marlnara & cheese $7.49
#25 Chicken Terlyakl " $7.99
4154 Lake Michigan Dr. 
Standale. Ml 49504 
(616) 724-2492
Off Campus Apartments/North Campus 
Express (Route 37)
The North Campus Express connects the northwest Allendale-area 
apartments located along Lake Michigan Drive and 48th Avenue 
with the Kirkhof Center. The bus frequency is about every 7 minutes 
during peak hours (7 a.m.-6 p.m.).
Monday-Thursday: 7 a.m.-12 a.m.
Friday: 7a.m. - 6 p.m. (see Weekend Connector after 6 p.m.)
South Campus Express (Route 48)
The South Campus Express connects the southwest Allendale-area 
apartments to the Kirkhof Center, in addition to the North Campus 
Express. The frequency is every 5 minutes during peak hours (7 a.m.- 
6p.m.).
Monday-Thursday: 7 a.m.-12 a.m.
Friday: 7a.m. - 6 p.m. (see Weekend Connector after 6 p.m.)
metrohealth.net Metro Health
Your Health. Our Passion.
Expert Care
Right on Campus
GVSU Campus 
Health Center
(616) 252-6030
Metro Health 
Allendale
(616) 252-3900
Discover the Metro Health difference at the GVSU 
Campus Health Center and right down 
the road at Metro Health Allendale.
• Same-day appointments
when you’re sick
• Online scheduling, prescriptions... 
even email your doctor
• Physical therapy, X-ray, 
STD testing and lab
• We bill insurance
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South Campus Express (Route 48)
The South Campus Express connects the southwest AUendale-area 
apartments to the Kirkhof Center, in addition to the North Campus 
Express. The frequency is every 5 minutes during peak hours (7 a.m.- 
6p.m.).
Monday-Thursday: 7 a.m.-12 a.m.
Friday: 7a.m. - 6 p.m. (see Weekend Connector after 6 p.m.)
The CHS Connector (Route 51)
The Health Sciences shuttle connects the Pew Campus and the Cook- 
DeVos Center for Health Sciences (CHS) in downtown Grand Rapids. 
This route may require showing your GVSU student ID. This route 
may also be called DASH to the Hill.
Monday-Thursday: 5:45 a.m.-10:50 a.m.
Friday: 5:45a.m. - 6 p.m. (see Weekend Connector after 6 p.m.)
The Weekend Connector 
(Route 50, Weekends Only)
The Weekend Connector connects all of the weekday routes in one 
continuous route on the weekend. This connects GVSUs Allendale 
campus, with the off campus apartments, GVSUs Pew Campus, the 
Center for Health Sciences and the downtown Transit Center. This 
route may require showing your GVSU student ID. Check the Radid 
Bus schedule for frequency of the Weekend Connector.
* Riders at the Eberhard Center at GVSUs Pew Campus should watch 
for busses from the North going to Central Station (Eastbound) and 
busses from the South which will be on their way to the Allendale 
Campus (Westbound).
Friday: 6p.rn.-3a.rn.
Saturday: 6:30a.m.-3a.m.
Sunday: lla.m.-8p.m.
‘Visit www.gvsu.edu/bus for all transportation information and a 
more detailed schedule of each GVSU bus route. Visit http://www. 
ridetherapid.org/ for news and alerts regarding changes to the 
schedule, detours and Holiday schedules.
10897 48th St., Allendale
616.895.DUBS
M#nna»Jolnt.com (3827)
WE DELIVER
Mid-morning to damn near all nighti
Original Dubs
Master Dub e.so
Chicken, chcddar, mozzarella, 
potato and sour cream
Club Dub s.50
Chicken, bacon, swtss. lettuce, 
tomato, onion, and ranch
Blazer Dub e.so
Chicken. cheddar, mozzarella, 
jalapefo, banana pepper,
BBQ sauce, and sour cream
M.J. Special 6.50
Chicken, meatball, pepperom, 
mozzarella, and marinara
Pizza Dub e.so
mozzarella, green pepper, 
onion, mushroom, and marinara
Choez Buffer Dub 6jo
Chopped meatballs, Cheddar, 
lettuce, tomato, onion, ketchup 
honey mustard, and pickles
Loaded Dub 6.25
Bacon, Cheddar, mozzarella, 
potato, ranch, and sour cream
Fajita Dub 6.50
Chicken, Cheddar, mozzarella, 
lettuce; tomato green pepper, 
onion, and sour cream
CMCn Ptillly Dub aso
Chicken, swtss, onion, green 
pepper, mushroom, and 
Sweet Baby Ray's BBQ sauce
Gyro Dub 6.50
Gyro meat or chicken, tzatziki 
sauces, lettuce, tomato and onion
HotVfcgfto Dub 6.25
Potato mozzarella, green 
pepper, banana pepper, onion, 
mushroom, and ranch
Supar Dub 6.50
Chicken, mozzarella, lettuce 
tomato, green pepper, onion, 
and honey mustard
Tender Dubs"
CT. Dub 6.50
2 chicken tenders, Cheddar, 
mozzarella, lettuce tomato 
and your choice of dressing 
Add < lender for SI .00
Buffalo Dub 6.50
2 chicken tenders drenched in 
hot sauce mozzarella, lettuce 
with ranch or bleu cheese 
Add i tender for Si .00
Waul Dub 6.75
2 chicken tenders, grilled ham. 
pineapple mozzarella, 
and ranch 
Add i lender tor $1.00
Cordon Blau Dub 6.75
2 chicken tenders, grilled ham, 
swisv lettuce and ranch 
Add c tender lor $1 00
Mega Dubs"
Fatty Dub a.75
Chicken, steak, cheddar, 
potato green pepper, onion, 
and sour cream
Cowboy Dub 7.75
Scrambled egg, swtss, steak, 
potato onion, and a splash 
of hot sauce
EZDubs"
Chlckan
& Chaddar 5.50
What you see is what you get
3 Chaaaa
Suproma 3.50
lor 0pp|n'm iroccoN Chedd*
Breakfast Dubs" Sides & Drinks
Hook Ups Gyro MeatSteak 1 50ISO
(extras) Grided Chicken
Maatbalh
2.00
US
Sweet Baby Bay's BBQ, One Chicken Tender 125
Mot Sauce, Marinan. Cheese 125
Syrup, or Sour Cream Bacon, Ham or Sausage 140
Scrambled Eggs 1.00
‘PifcamOfM Is dung* wMirt mrtk»
<*«v» me atm tm not MUM
Mushrooms .75
French Toast Stick .50
Potato .so
All Dressings or Sauce .50
Any Veggie/Pineapple IS
Banana Peppers, Jalapefios, 
Onions, Tomatoes, DM Pickles, 
and Green Peppers
Mar/etti
Dressings
Classic Dub 5.00
Scrambled egg, cheddar, 
and potato
Add ham. bacon, or tawtege $1 00 
Add onion* end green peppers SOc
Tripla B Dub 6.75
Scrambled egg, cheddar, 
sausage, bacon, ham, 
and potato
French T Dub 6.75
Scrambled egg, cheddar, 
french toast sticks, choice 
of ham. sausage, or bacon 
and maple syrup
MJ Classic 
Salad 5.00
Romaine/lceberg chopped 
lettuce, cheddar, mozzarella, 
tomato, aicumbet croutons, 
and choice of dressing
Cue tom lee mu CIomk with 
aur rest errty pi Heeh-Upe
Soup
Cup Bowl
IroccoU 4.00 s.oo 
Cheddar
Soaoonal 4.00 5.00
Med Large 
Fountain Drink* 1.75 2.25
Bottlod Water 1.25 
Momma Manna’s Famous 
Chocolate Chip Cookioa 3/1.50
Chlckon Tendon 
1.25/Mds or 5.00/5 pc
French Total Stick* with Syrup 
2.50/5 pc
Menna’s Fries
Deep-fried, red-skin potato cubes.
Try 'em loaded with cheddar and bacon 
Med Urge 
Menna’s Frio* 1.75 2.25
Lotdod Frio* 3.00 3.75
Add a Combo
Med Urge
Pop 6 Frio* 2.75 3.75
Pop 6 Loaded
Frio* 3.75 525
Pop 6 Cookie* 2.50 3.00
4/'Ki H.t'|.trfr>rri I ,i%1 I irrW / WOljR'. • Alh< rl f.iMl.n q'iH I'll frill!'. • MIA ', Mr.\ < tf.\ Pie t .«» W) 9S1-DUBS • »V»1 V - l im k,ilamattid JVt ITS DUBS
http://bit.ly/PJDs1L
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DID YOU
MOST STUDENTS FIGURE OUT WHERE THEY ARE LIVING FOR THE 
NEXT SCHOOL YEAR BEFORE THANKSGIVING BREAK.
THE BEST SPECIALS ARE HAPPENING NOW AT 48 WEST!
COME TOUR 48
WEST TODAY!
-1, 2 AND 4 BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS AND 
TOWNHOMES
-INDIVIDUAL LEASING 
BATHROOM FOR 
EVERY BEDROOM
TUB WITH SOCIAL 
LOUNGE 
-24/7 THEATRE, FITNESS 
CENTER, GAME ROOM 
AND MORE
OFFICE HOURS 
M-F: 10AM - 7PM 
SAT & SUN: 12PM - 4PM 
•16.895.2400 
48WEST.COM
LOCATED ACROSS FROM 
ffVSU'S ALLENDALE CAMPUS 
ON 48TH AVENUE
west
